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1 
1	 Summary 
This report summarizes the 	 rk of the past th:res yea:s and includes 
the following areas:	 Solubility of hydrogen and oxygen in KOH and LiOH 
solutions, diffusivity of oxygen and hydrogen in 1(OH soljtions, mutual 
diffusivity in KOH solutions, and densities and vapor pre.sures of both 
KOH and LiOH solutions. 
The solubility of hydrogen and oxygen has been mesured over the 
temperature range 25-100°C and the KOR concentration range zero to satura-
tion.	 The solubilities of several other roughly spherical molecules have 
been measured to test a theoretical model.	 The solubilities of all of these 
gas decreased substantially with increasing temperature, 	 :rLd they decre'sed 
• -	 sharply with increasing KOH concentration at all terperatures.. At KOH con-
centratiois-gre-ater than 30wt-. per cent the solubility of all Df the gases 
studied was found to be essentially independent of temprture. 	 Solubilities 
at KOR concentrations above 50 wt. per cent are generaIl' dbout one per cent 
of the solubility	 n water 3 
There was good agreement between experimentally t.easured solubilities 
S and those predicted from a cavity modFl theory ..xcept for SF 6
 and c(CH3)4, 
whereas electrostatic and modified Debye failed to predict solubilities suitab-
	 - 
ly at high KOH concentrations. 
The solubility of hydrogen, oxygen, helium, and argon has been measured 
in LiOM solutions over the general temperature range 25-100°C and from zero 
.1	 .- •	 • 1. 
to saturation inLiOH (Thout 10 weight per cent).
	 The solubility was found 
•-	 .:-	 .-	 •.	 .	 •-. I•
S 
.2. 
to decrease with both temperature .2nd Li011 concentration, as with K011 solu-
tton'	 Hcwever,	 the	 iiIv c'C opn and twdrogen at	 a givcn LiOH con-
centration is substantially less than the solubility
	 in a KOM solution of 
that concentration.	 The scubiltty	 I t.hc,e gases in Li011 sotut.ion
	 was quite 
satisfactorily predictcd	 y thy . cavit.y model	 theory. 
The diffusivity of hydren end oxygen in KOH solutions har been 
measured over the satte ra;es of temperature and KOH concentration as the 
solubility using a stagnant mLcrcicctrode t.echn.que.
	 The diffusivity de-
creases sharply with increase in KOlI conctntration, while it
	 Increases equally 
sharply with temperature with the result that temperature and concentration 
effects very roughly canes I each other.
	 The experimental data iir
	 correlated 
well up to 35 wt.	 per cent )OIl by a modified Eyring theory, but deviate, sig-
nificantly	 at	 hig!ler	 oncent:ration.	 .	 ..	 :	 .	 -.,. .. 
Mutual diffusjoi	 c3fficionts have been measured at four different 
temperatures and at KDH c .:cntrattons from zero to near saturation.
	 The	 .. . 
isothermal concentration dependonce of the mutual diffusion coefficient is 
• complex but is reasonably we1.ldoscribed by a simple activation theory up
-,.•.	 .	
.	 j	 .	 - 
to KOM contentration q
 of about 3	 WI	 per cent 
The vapor pre9sure of water over LiOlt solutions has boon measured 
over the temperature range 2-l0O°C and the L1OH concentration range zero
	
- 
{	 - to saturation ising a dew point method.	 These results correlate well with 
i	 . previously published vapor pressures at. 25°C and from 100 to 350°C,	 .	 - - j 
-.	 The density of KOH soltion9 was measured by the hydrostatic weighing
	 . .	 -.
\ 
-	 -	 -	 - 
method c,f Kohlrausch using a sLiver plummet over the temperature range 60-
161°c and the KOH concentration range zero to 77.1 wt. per cent.
	 The 
density increasec substantially with increasing KOH concentration and 
decreased slightly wtth increasi.ng temperature
t2. 
2	 INrRoDucTIoN 
Thi	 •invesiigation was undertaken with two pricipa1 objects in mind. 
The first objective was to measure the solubility and dirfusivity
	 f 
hydrogen and oxygen in alkaline fuel cellelectrolytes over a consider-
able range of temperatures and alkali concentrations.
	 Second 1 y, 'It was
	 ,
"	 4 
desired to develop t)eoriea which could be used for the pre1ictio'.i of 
thermodynamic and transport priperties of the dissolved gases in these
.	 '	 -	 ' 
systems, and which could be used for correlation of experimental data. 
In considerable measure these objectives have been achieved. 
The solubility of hydrogen and oxygen in KOIl solutions has been measur-
ed over a temperature range of 25-100°C and a KOH concentration rnge of' 
zero to saturation, and the diffusivity of these gases in KOH solutions
	 .
.	 . 
has, been measured over similar ranges of temperature. and K.)H cocvitratjon.	 . . 
The solubility of oxygen and hydrogen in LiOR solutions has betn measured
.	
1 
over a temperature range of O-1000C and over the LiO}i concentr,tion range '. . , 
of zero to saturation
	 No diffusivity data have been obtained for Lioll 
sol tions 
This report summarizes the results of this in-'estigation for the past I. •	 • 
three years both as regards experimental, as well
	 s theoretical work.
	 In
. 
connection with tie experimental measurement of soLubility and diffusivity,
'I-
it has been necessary to make certain other measurements as, for example,
. 
•	 densities and vapor pressures, and these measurements
	 re also summarized	 ' •	 '	
' • 
in	 this	 report.	 •	 '	 '	 '	 •	 .	 •	 -'	 -	 •	 •	
•	 •	 •	 '	 '	 - '	 -	 .	 '	 •	
' 
•	 •.•	 -••	
•..	 •-•':	 .. 
•	 '	 ,•	 •	 '	 '	 •	 --
•
- 
-	 In the area of theory,
	 the "cavity mcdel" has been applied to the 
•	 solution proccs
	 in	 al	 i.tn	 fu!	 e1ectrcytes	 with prcmising results
-	 - 
Both the theory and it
	 ? p1 '	 iion are summarized herc, and experimencal 
solubilities are compared with predicted solubilitics with generally ex-
cellent results.	 A modifition of absolute reaction rate theory has 
been used tc correlate diffLvtty data.
	 - 
•	 Much additjcna.!. vok rnajns
	 to be done, and
	 itis the purpose of 
the extension of the orlginat
	 investigat ion to continue developments along 
several	 lines.	 First,	 ad d it:Lcnalsoubi1it:y and diffuivit-y work is re-
qutred.	 Likewise, addiUoni1 work on a theory of solubility seems desirable, 
and development of an adecjuat.-? theory cf diffusivity as well as measure 
ments of diffusivity in I IOH solutions are needed 
In the course ,f	 !	 IL'pncnt of the theory for the cavity model, for 
SolubLilty of gases in Electr.)lytjc solutions it became clear t'iat the 
partial molal volume is an import:ant parameter.
	 Unfortunately, however,
	 • 
very few partial molat vol .me data are available, and this work is re-
quired for exten8 ion of the thecry.
	 it is, therefore, being undertaken.
: - 
-	
•	 -
--H-
4
I 
I-- 
- :
-1
\\ 
I 
3 0	 SOLUBILF	 or CASES l' Li)i AND KOH SOLUTIONS - J
	 Jolly and S
	 K Shoor 
•	 3.1	 Classical Thermd'amjcs of Solutipj 
•	 A brief survey is made of classical thermodynamics in this sec-
•	 tion.	 Discussion of the phase equilibrium relations which are applicable
	
- 
to gas-electrolyte systems is included and thermodynamic relations are 
derived to calculate partial molal heats of slution, entropy of solutLon 
and energy of
	 solution.	 -. 
In the following discussion subscripts 1, 2 and 3 have been 
used to denote solute gas, water and electrolyte, respectively.
	 Con-
aider a rioMdeal liquid solution in contact with a vapor phase.
	 For 
£ny component i
C	 L
(3	 1-1) 
where superscripts G and L refer to the gas and liquid phase and f
	 is 
the fugacityof component
	 i.	 For the gas ph&se we can write
	 •	 --•	 - 
C 
1 1	 p1	 •	 (3.1-2)	
• 
where	 is the fugacity coefficient of componet
	 i and p
	 is its partial --	 •	 - 
pressure	 The fugacity In the liquid phase is given by 
L	 S	 .•• 
=	 (3 1-3) -' 
where f
	 is the standard state fugacity.
	
-It is convenient to choose the j 
following standard states for the gas-liquid equilibrium:
	 • 
•	
-	 1)	 The standard state chsen for the solute gas is the pure solute 
in a hypothetical liquid state which is defined by reference to the
-.	 4 
- ---	 behavior of this component at
	 infinite dilution in ' pure water,	 that	 is
I --
'1 
I
'V	 1 (31-4) 
Lint	 1 
x l - 0 
X3	 0 
Henry's Law for pure water is
IC'	
• (3	 1-5) 
'Lim	 .	 11 --	 .-' 
x 1 —'O	 S 
x30 
where	 is Htry's Law coi,tan	 (or the gas in pure water 
•	 2)	 For water the standard state is pure
	 liquid at the same tempera-
ture and pressure	 s the mixture (pure liquid standard state) ' 
•	 y-1 H. 
•	 ,	 Lint	 L 
x21 
-.	 '	 From Equations 3.1-3, 4 and 5 we s. 	 that '' 
= Ky1x1 (3	 1-6)
' 
where	 and	 are the activity coefficient and mole fraction of gas '	 ' j 
in the electrolyte solution.
	 Because the preasure involved Is only '	
' -, • 
about- one atmosphere, the gas phase behaves eseent tally
	 deaU" and the' '	 - 
fugacity can be replaced by the partial pressure,
	 so that 
p	 (P-p2) = Kj 1 x 1 (3	 1-7) 
where P is the total pressure,and p 2	 is the vapor	 pressure 'of the elec- j	 - 
trolyte solution.	 Similarlyjor water we can write
	 -	 -• - 	 - " 	 - 	 - 
P	
-	 p	 xK	 '	 '	 ' '(3.1-8) .	 '-	
S For the systems etudied here the solubilities are low enough that Henry's
-	 •	
- 
Law should be a good approximation.
	 This law may therefore be used to -	 ,	 S	 -' 
1 1

9__	 - 
3 2	 Theories of Gas S.lubiljty 
3 2	 1	 Electrostatic Theories 
The effect of salts on solutions of nonelectrolytes is a 
very c)mplex.phen,mon,
	 There have been a number of qualitative and 
quantitative theories of the salt effect, all with cormnon underlying 
aspects but emphasizing different approaches to the problem.
	 A compre-
henq ive review of electrostatic theories has been made by Long and 
McDevit (1).
	 Conway (2) has further reviewed and summarized the recent 
important improvements made in these theories.
	 -----	 - -- -	 - 
-	
-	 All of these theories assume the solvent to be a continu-
ous dielectric medium containing ions and solute molecules.
	 Only depar-
tures from ideality which arise from electrostatic interactions involving 
the ionic charges are considered.
	 No explicit account is taken of molecu-
lar interaction between ion and solvent, and nonelectrolyte and solvent. 
It is difficult to test the theoretical equations quantitatively because 
they involve parameters which are rt readily available
	 Qualitatively, 
the theories fail to explain salting effects satisfactorily even in 
dilute aolutions	 As the theories have been reviewed (3 ) at length 
recently only a brief discussion will be given here. 
The earliest and most important electrostatic theory of 
salt effects was that of Dbye and McAulay (4).
	 It relates salt effects 
•	 to the influence of the nonelectrolyte on the dielectric constant of the 
solvent.	 The solvent molecules are treated as a continuous dielectric
-	 I -. 
medium whose dielectric constant is uniform throughout the solution.
	 Fur- • 
ther, it is assumed that there is a continuous charge density function 
round a given ion due to the ionic atmosphere. - The amount of work
-	
• L
-I
.	 .	 .	 ..	 .	
.	 .10	 .	 -	 .'.	 '.. ..	 -	 .	 - 
necessary to discharge the ions ir a pure solvent of diele tric coistant, 
c, containing the nonelectro],te 	 .s calculated	 This quantity yields the 
electrostatic contrIbution to the chemical potential o 	 the neutral salt, 
and the expessi3n fox 	 the activity c.effi.ient of solute is 
1og 10y1 = KC	 (3 2-1) 
where C
	
is the molar concentration of salt and K
	 is the	 ia1ring coef- . . S	 S 
ficient given by 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . 
2	 .	 .	 . 
y e	 . .	 . 
S - 2.303xlO0OkTc	 a	 .	 ..	 - 
where N	 is Avagadro's number, c 	 is the dielectric constant of water, 
is the nuither of ions of type j per mole of electrolyte,d e j and 
aj are ionic charge and diameter. 	 The term I	 is related to thc dlelec- . . 
tric constant D of tFe nonelectrolyte solution by 
D =	 .(l-n)	 (3 2-3) 
- where n is the number of molecules of nonelectrolyte solut
	 Ir cm3 of .	 .	 .	 .. 
solution.	 The tern	 is not usually available and is difi,cult
	 o. .	 . ..	
.	 ..J	 - 
estimate
Debye later developed a more exact theory to obtain an .. 
expression for the concentration of nonelectrolyte molecules in the pre-	 . ..	 .	 - I 
sence of a spherical ion in which he calculated 'the free energy for the 
real solution by taking into account the energy of the electric field
	 , ' 
surrounding the ion.	 Kirkwood (5 ) has calculated the mutual electro- '	 -
-	 :i 
static energy of a spherical ion and a neutral molecule represented as ' . 
I . 
'dielectric) a cavity (in the surrounding 	 and containing an arbitrary
	 - , .	
'	 :	 . 
distribution of charges
Li
-	 e	 -	 '•	 ....-
ii 
Conwiy, Dsno,ers,and Smith (6 ) recently poposed a new 
theory in which the calculation of
	 the salting-out behavior
	 is carried 
out over	 two regions;	 (1)	 in the primary hydratior, shell where a high 
degree of solvent
	 dl,Cric saturation pievails,ana (2 )
 beond the' ' 
primary region where weaker polarization occurs and Kirkwood's theory 
of dielectrics can be
	 ppIed,	 Each ion oF type i is supposed to have 
a hydration shell of raciu; 
r h	 containing n	 water molecules, 'in 
which th
	 dielectric const.nt
	 is assumed very
. smali.
	 Outside of this 
shell the dielectric constant is assumed to have the value c
	 for pure 
water.	 The r'esultirg equation
	 is	 -	 '	 H	 --	 ' 
S°-S 1	 l8(n 3+n)	 e(-- 22
	 1	 1 
= l000dcM
1	 2 
+	 -	
(3.2-4) 
j 
where S 1 , S
	 are solubjljtjes	 in electr'lyte and 'pure
	 atèrrespectively. 
n3 and n4
 are hydrat.,n nub.rs f,r the two ions, r 3	 and r 4	 are the '	 - 
correspondin3 radii of the primary hydration shells, d is density of 
solution, M
	 the molecu1r weight of electrolyte, e is electronic chaige, 
'	
is total molar potari;,a,jon of solute,and R is a radius corresponding 
•	 to the vol2me avaiLable per
	 ion in the solution.
	 ' 
32 _2
	 Scaled Particle Iheor,y 
Pierotti ( 7') ha8 recently proposed a theory of gas 
solu-	 '''' ' 
bility in non-polar solvents and in water which is based on thc scaled-
	
-
' 
particle theory of Reiss, Frisch, Helfand,and Lebowitz (8),
	 The theory 
predicts solubilitjes within a factor of two of experiment for a wide
	 ' 
variety of s3lutes and solvents,, and gives a go3d representation of the
' ', '	 ' 
effects of temperature a'-d pressure
	 In this approach it is not neces-
sary	
o propose any special models for the structure of the solvent (e.g.
	 " '	 ' '
I 
-	 -	 -S 
•	 12.-	 .	 • 
)>drogeri bo ding	 t!iccbrgI	 muLls	 etc.	 i	 Jwrver	 the	 Feciry provides 
no	 infrmati,)1 cocer
	 g	 the	 solutto-	 1.--sity	 wnlcr mist	 be available 
from experimtt	 A.	 pDLnrt-d	 ut	 b,	 Pitr	 tti	 (	 ),ir	 Is	 tc ue of eperj-
mc:tai de:	 itis	 tflai	 ai1..w	 tue tr.e.M	 to av-iu sucfl
	 tutuiaj Concepts. 
The solvc-t. medium may be regarded as the electrolyte 
solutjo	 itself	 and ttu
	 ciss of a mitur-e
	 )f	 several	 f;pecies.	 It 
is a-sumed that. the system ctai:is rn c-mpoients,	 oe of wh
	 :h is the 
so1ue gas
	 (cornponer.t	 i),wh€ y ea	 the r-emai-g (rn-I) comporents comprise 
the solvent species and may include water mleules
	 ions cii different 
types.	 undisoiated elect:-1yte,
	 etc.	 . 
Assuming that
	 the tMal p.ter.tial energy
	 is ti:e sum of 
pair potentials,	 the followi r
.g equation can be obtained for the partial 
molecular Gibbs iree energy of
	 the s'
	 te gas in the
	 liquid	 hse (10) 
•	 .	
..	
m	 (	 . 
= kTinp '
+	
d..	 g1(t	 )	 eir	 d	 ('	 2-5) 
•	 .	 where	 .	 .	 .	 ..S 
• 	 1h2	
½	 .
. 
111=	 t 
•	 andP	 is number density of cornpner.t. j,
	 s the pair p-tentia1 between 
a solute gas molecule and a solvent molecule of species j at a distance
. r, ..- 
and g..
	 is the radial distrftut ion function for l-j pairs.
	 The term . - 
is a coupling parameter
	 (11) whLh allows the solute molecule to be coupled 
with te solvent.	 The lower an	 upper	 itegration limits of
	 in Equation 
.3.2-5 correspond to complete uncoupling ara complete coupling of the solute 
molecule and the solvent
	 respect ively.
	 The real molecules are assumed to 
possess hard crres of diameters a 1 , a2	 .	 an so that the pair potential
I
\\ 
is of the frm 
U(r)	 Ut1(r fl +
	 (fl	 (3 2-6) 
where U' J and	 are theharci core or soft P)tenti:I
	 interaction, respec-
tively,	 given by
	 .	 .	 .	 . 
h 
U 1 (r)	
r , 
U(r)=0 . 
'i
..	 1>	 (3.2-1) 
U(r) 
In charging up the hard core contr [but io
	 the c riupling pararn.ter	 h varies 
from 0 to a, and in chrgng the soft
	 potential conuibutj.y
	 . varies 
. from 0 to 1.
	 When the two coupling parameters are zero the solute mole-
cule is decoupled from t1'	 system.	 if the two coupling processes •are 
• imagined to take place separately,
	 Equation 3.2-5 becomes 
4 = kllnp1 1	 +	 +g	 (32-8) 
where 
•
cha..	
- - .	 -	
m	
.	 U.	 (r,): 
g1 =
	
p	 2 g(r	 ,"O) 4'r dr	 (3 2-9) 
r=oh 
and
d	 42o	 (3 2-10) 
0	 ra ...... -	 - 
For a vapor and 1iqud phase in equLlibriurn 
4	 -	 (3 2-11) 
and the chemical potential of the solute gas phase is given by 
-	 .	
. 
c	 -
3	 .-
A1 .. 
kT in
..... .. 
+ kT lnf
	 (3.2-12) 
-.	 •,.	 --...	 ..	
..'	 ....--.-.
-1.. 
LTLI
\ 
I 
•	 : 
where f 1 is the gas-phase fugacity of the solute. 
Putting Equation 3 2-8 into Equations 3 2-11 and 12 and rearranging results 
in	 C	 •—h	 —s 
f	 g	 g	 ••-.. 
in =	 +	 + in kT	 (3 2-13) 
The mole fraction (solubility)of the solute gas in the solution is - 
•pl	 - I; 
X	 =	 (3.2-14) 
so that Equation 3.2-13 may be written as, after combiriition with Equation 
31-7,
C	 —h—s 
in
g1	 1 
= lny 1K1 ) =	 +	 + ln(kT Zp)	 (32-15) 
At low pressures the fugacity in Equation 	 .2-l5 may be replaced by par-
tial pressure, and the last term on the right-hand side of this equation 
may be calculated if the density is mown	 It remai-s to ealuate the 
•—h	 —s	 : 
teims g 1 and g1 
-	 Eva1uatin of g
	
This term represents the freeenergyof introducing a 	 - 
hard sphere of diameter a 1 into the solvent (electrolyte	 o1ution). 
Alternatively, it may be thought of as the work required to make a cavity 
(hence the term cavity model which is sometimes applied to this theory) 
of this size in the solvent(12).
	
Lebowitz et al.	 (13) have shown that 
this cavity work is given by 
4=-ln(i-C3)4
(C3]a3+E13
2J + (?f 
(32-16) 
3kT
-.	 .-	 ..	 . .'-
15 
where .	 ...	 .	
.	 .	 ... ..	 ..	
.. 
= 
md P is pressure 
Evaluation of
	 The term due to the soft part of the potertial may be 
thought of as the free energy needed to introduce the sciute molecule 
i'ito the cavity, or may be written
	 .	 .	 .	 . 
(32-17)
4 
where	 ,	 S	 are partial internal energy, volume, and entropy.
	 Fol- I 
lowing Pierotti (7), it is nere assumed that the terms PVar1 T
	 are . 
much srai1er than th
	 internal energy known to be small at low pres;ures; 
the ap;roximation concerning
	 may lead to errors for soae :o1utes. 
With	 these	 assumptions	 ..	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ..
-	 -: 
Ujj(r)gjj(r)Pj4Tyr2dl	 (3 2-18) 
The radial distribution function is not readily evaluated.
	 As an approxi- .	 V 
mation we assume the solvent particles to be unifori1y distributed about 
the solute molecule so that 
gjj (r)	 1	 r>a1 
Equation 3.2-18 becomes
	 .	
.	 -.	 ..
V 
=	
I	 u	 (r)4nr 2dr	 .	 . (3.2-19) V V 
. 	 .jlJ	
.V 
. V	 . 	 . 	 . . 	
. 	 . .
. 	 i 1 
The nonpolar part of the pair interaction between a solute molecule and
V. 
a solvent molecule of type j is assumed to be given by the Lennard-jones
	
. -
-	 V	 - 
I
16 
(6-12) potential
12	
-	 61 
U'	 = 4'. I	 I I	 (3.2-20) 
'- r j 
where the mix:ure p
	
ctithtl	 aramers	 ad	
-	 ar	 related C) the 
i i	 ii 
pure component parameters by the approximate mixing rules 
ij	 = -}	 '-	 +	 )	 = (c 1c ) I2	 (3 2-21) 
It is now assumed that th
	 1€ctro1yte is cmp1ete1y dIssociated, and 
the only species present
	 in solution are solute molecules (I), hater 
molecules (2), and positive and negative iors (3 and 4).
	 In addition, 
the solute molecule is assumed nonpolar.
	 The treatment for polar 
solutes, or anelectrolvte solution containing additional species (e.g. 
undissociated electroly', various water structures,
	 etc.)	 Ia an 
obvious extension of what follows.
	 After averaging the interaction 
between the permaneii'c di.l
	 of the water molecule and the solute 
induced dipole over all oientattons,
	 nd neglecting terms due to 
higher multiple moments ;
 the solute-water pair potential is given b> 
•	 -	
M1-
=	 - ---	
--	 (3 2-22) 12	 '12	 6	 --
where	 is given by Equation 3 2-20,
	 is the dipole moment of a 
water nv1ecu1e, and a1 is the solute polazizability 
The total ion-induced dipole interaction of a solute 
molecule with all of the surrounding ion may be written 
E	 .-	 - 
= -	 dE' a1E2	 (3 2-23) 
wlere	 is the induced dipole for the solute, anJ E is the electric 
field at the position of the solute molecule that i
	 produced by all of 
the surrounding ions
	 The field E depends upon tne distrjbuUon of ions
Ii
-	 - 
17 
bout t'e neutral molecule
	 If, as above,
	 the distribution is assumed
- 
uniform there is on the average a sp'ericall,
	 symmetrical charge dis-
tributio	 about the s3lute molecjle.
	 For such a distributjor	 the field, 
and he:-,.e als
	 tn	 i• iuu	 utplt	 texactijn- •1
	 Equation 3.2-23, 
?ero(l).	 For the real splutiDn it is clear
	 that the solute molecule 
will experience a small fluctuating field E+ c.e to the surrounding ions, 
and since this term is squared in Equation 3.2-23, there will be a finite 
ion-induced dipole interaction whose time-'verage is not zero.
	 This	 - 
contribution Is assumed small, however, and it
	 is neglected hcre.
	 Its 
inclusion wQuld make the calculated g
	 value mote negative.
	 The only	 - 
ion-solute interactions included in Equation 3.2-19 are therefore non-
polar contributions 
Substituting the abve expressions for
	 into Equation 
3 1-19 gives 
-	 l6
-
dr -
	
dr 
jl
a1	 a1
(3 2-24) 
On perrorming the integratiois and following Pierotti. (8) (11) in taking 
a -	 ---.	 -	 --	 -------
-	
-	
(3 2-25) 
j 
Insertion of the values of g'
	 or g
	 in Equation 3 2-15 
gives the required result J 
I
I 
33	 Exr '-r itne1JrI 1LI 
Sev-ral	 r	 VVa	 ttdL.s	 t	 tr"	 ')lubi1L	 f	 cyg.i a-d hydro-
gem i
	 kin s	 lLt	 r	 ve b	 rp r
	 ed	 ( r	 -	 8	 Suh,	 1 t i ii diffe ences 
exist	 bwe	 tr,	
.u1L	 YL	 L1Xr,t	 W.:kez,	 parLiuiar1y
	 at	 tempeia-
turs much abve. 25°C.
	 pTevtous	 studjs of . soiubi1jtje
	 in K0i	 slu-
tions seem t:) have been maOt
	 rhe other	 ga	 rep	 herE,	 namely, 
helium	 argon, methae,	 Jfui	 hxaflu,rjde.r neopentere.
	 An extensive 
literature survey als,.[ai1
	 t	 reveal any gas
	 SlUbLlitv data
	 for ' - 
lithium hyrxide slutn
	 Mar,.)metric and volumetric methd2 ofdeter-
-	 - 
mining gas
	 t)lubjltttc
	 arerM	 Well-suited t
	 conceraio
	 ts	 low as 
these	 ( .9),	 ar	 hertt )te th*
	 cncentrat ion of
	 dissolv	 as was deter-
mined by gas chr
	 matgrapt: L
 ana1sis. 
3.3J	 Na..rta[ 
-	 Minimum p-ir it les
	 f r the gases used were as fllows 
hehum ad arg)n 99 99/, h'r 99 9/,
	 yge	 99 67,	 rentane and 
methane 99O, and
	 ulfu	 exauIu-,rjde 98.07,-
	 KOH or Li)t
	 slut ions 
were prepared	 fr-am Especially	 dLStilied	 (all glas-tefl,r
	 still) and 
degassed water.
	 1 ne.mtrDd •.f degasLng was
	 imilar to ti3t
	 employed 
by Clever et
	 al.	 (20 ).
	
KOU pellets us * d . f-r	 preparig aqueous solu-
tons were Baker .anayzed reagent grade and contained a maximum of 1%
	
- j	 1 
K2CO3 .	 Purified crystalline Li3ii
	 (purity 99.5) was used to prepare 
• solut ions.
	 To mLtmize CO2
 absor pt ion, btt les containing KOH or LiOh 
solutions were fitted with absorption bulb3 containing Ascar-ite.
	 The 
concentratjJ	
of KOX and LIOR was determined by titrating a known volume I 
of solution with standard tiC) using methyl Mange as the indicator.
	 Con-
centrat ion was checked both at
	 the beginning and at the end of each experi-
-. ment to ascertain that
	 there wo	 ri	 c1-ange in cc p cnLr3t i-n during the 
experiment
.1 
19	 •-. 
3 3 2	 Situr-'	 L nfSolutj)nc with Gasps 
Satuatci	 o1utins	 )f	 the pas	 tithe elec.crlyte were 
prepared by bubblir'g th
	 g - s	 trrough a set
	
f	 presatrators containing 
the sane solution astr.t
	 h.-irg stuOleci and then through the saturating 
vessel.	 This apparatus	 i	 shown schematically	 ir.Figure 3.3-1.
	 The 
presaturators were required to saturate
	 e gas with water vapr so as 
to not	 char.ge the conctiati.,n of
	 the	 o1.ution uiàe y -	 tist.	 Attajent -; 
of equilibrium Is of prine lmporta'ce fo
	 equilibrium 51uhility deter-
minat ions ard this was checktd by withdrawing samples after different 
intervale of saturation time and analyzi'ig the dissolvcd gas
	 The 
equi1ibrum solubility w'	 :aken and the value measured when at
	 least 
.3 samples withdrawn at dli frenr
	 times gave the same result witnin the 
limits of experimental err-r.
	 This pr-ess was repeated at different 
gas flow rates
	 'iJ	 it Wi;	 lound that g'is	 fbw rate did not affect the 
measured solubility vai,	 Supeisaturaton was guarded against by the 
following procedure
	 A a;rnp1(. of the solution through which solute 
gas was bubbling was rerr)ved and alaiyzed
	 Bubbling of the gas was then 
stopped and the. so1utio,
	 naintained under
	 an atmosphere of the solute 
•	 gas.	 Samples of the solution were analyzed periodically, and the results 
compared with the original values.
	 No measurable super-saturation effect ......
.	 1	 .t 
was observed in these experiment 8.	 .	
.
-
- 
.	
1
F 
Samples were withdrawn from the saturati tig vessel by means 
of a gas tight Hamilton .
 syringe.	 The samples were withdrawn very slowly 
so that at no stage of the sampling process was the flask or syringe 
placed under significant reduced pressure,
	 Several samples were taken
	
- 
and rejected before final sampli'g was made
	 As a check on the procedure
-
•
-- -. 
-
--••-. 
L _
H 
H _ 
_______________________________ 
I . •-•
I I
--	 \ 
3
\ 
2]:.	 . :	 .	 .• 
of sampliig atd
	 kgac-t g
	
bla	 _arrp1 c	 sts	 t g
	 f	 elict jltc sat-
ura'ed	 wj.tr car
	 iex	 ga. were	 1	 e	 t .-	 tto	 th'	 hr ;ma	 "aoh	 N.	 peak 
for	 ,.he	 S)l4te gas r	 a	 was	 tai.	 1,	 Lc'dLLa	 i. g
	 that	 regltgible 
c)r'tai	 d.	 WLt	 -	 x	 r"	 0d	 -	 I 
F	 e'q-	 Lm'- it	 at	 a	 EtflPCYt ure oX
	 8OC	 r	 bebw,	 two 
presaturat.)rs	 cotaL1Ir!g	 th	 eler :I lyte
	 1utt.	 were ua*d,	 Tor	 experi- .	 .	 . 
ments at	 lUO	 aditiral p
	 a ura	 'r	 were -ec
	 ar	 '1	 dc that 
•	 the solute gas stream cota:.:ing the sample was
	 ft1l	 sat urard with .	 . 
water vapor,	 samples of exit. gas were aaI:2e. I
	 r.	 wa	 vapor.	 1r1 
addit ton,
	 the c
	 cet.ra	 n	 f	 electrolyte	 n t.e solut
	 n contained .	 .	 V 
in the saturat ion flask was
	 r.ecked a'.	 the ed of the experiwvt..
	 .
.	 I 
The whole assembly,
	 corsistirg of presaturators
	 nd .	 .	 . 
saturatingvessel, was cmpletely iamersd in a constant tempeiature
4 
•1 
.	 V 
• bath controlled to + 0.05°C,
	 Tr.ermmters checked for accuracy against . 
•	 NBS calf brated theraim	 •trs 
'.tre ud for measuring ths
	 t.tnp . rstur. .	 . . 
3 3 3
	 Analtts
	 f	 )rss	 1v * d GaL 
The expetrne-ital me'hod ucd f,r the gac s.i htl ty 
measuxerne'ts his been prevtot..sly de c cribed
	 tn detail b
	 Gubrmns	 Cazden 
and Walker (2! ).
	 It involved striFpi,g of the dissolved gas from a •	 .	 .. .	 . 
known volume of the saturated solution with a ctrrier gas and subsequent
-	 .1 
chromatographic analysis,
	 TnLs 6yStem is &hwn schematically in Figure .	
.
. 
3.3-2.	 The chrmatograph peaks
	 'btaied by thu, proceurs were slightly L 
wider and less symmetrical than those obtained
	 y injecting a gas sample .	 . 
directly into the chromatograph sampling post
	 hnwever, this pe
	 broad- .	 .
h	 .. 1 
ening was not suffjcjer1t. to result
	 in significant	 loss of accuracy or
-
.	
Ii 
prechion	 All anal c es were made usrng a thermal
	 o Juctivity detector
LL
•	 •.sP
'-'
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Helium	 ias used as a carrier gas for all solute gases except hyd"ogen 
and nelium,	 for these gases n1tro;e	 or argon	 as used as me carrier 
gas.	 -	 -.	 •.-
In determinmrg the solubilittes or
	 su)Lur nexdiluorida 
and neopentane in 31.6 wt % KOH solution the amount of dissolved gas 
was found to be too small to cbtain accurate results by the above 
method.	 For these systems a modified procedure (	 ) was used in which 
the gas from a 200 ml sample
	 f so1utior was concentrated before analy-
sis in a tube immersed in liquid nitrogen.
	 This procedure enabled 
large samples to be used withaut loss of accuracy due to broadening
	 -	
- 
of chromatographic peaks.
	 This apparatus is shown in Figure 3.3-3. 
The chr-omatograph was calibrated by lujecting an accur-
ately mea° red volume of pure dry gas and measurikig the area of the 
resulting peak.	 For those gases where accurate values of the solubility 
in water at 2SnC were available in the literature, the calibration was 
checked by carrying out the aoove procedure on a water sample
	 The 
relationshi7 of the amount of dissolved gas to-the instrument response
	 --	 - : 
was checked and was found to b
	 linear within th
	 limits of the experi-
mental error 
t	 -	
- 
-	
- 
-	
-
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• • •	 • •	 • . •. • 
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3 4	 Precentation of Experimenta1 Results 
The experimental data for the solubility of
	
-acious gases in 
KOFi and 14011 are presented in Tables 3.4-land 3.4-2 as solubility in 
g.mole/gas/l. solution-atm.;.they are plotted in Figures 3i-1 
to 3 4-6
Activity coefficients of the dissolved gases, calculated from 
Equation 3 1-10
(3 1-10) 
are presented in &ables 3 4-3 and 3 4-4,where each value tabulated is 
the mean of iour or more replicate measurements.
	 The precisior. of the 
reported data ranged from approximately 1% at the highest solubility 
-ç 
(Trole fction in the region of 10--) to about 5/, for the lowest solu-
bilitias measured (10
	 to io 8 mole fraction).	 Tables'3.4-5 and 3.4-6 
list expeLimentalso1ubility values from the literature.
	 In most cases
- 
agreement is better than 2
	 Except for tie solubility of hydrogen and
--
oxygen	 K0H solutiomb at the lower temperatures, no other measurements 
of the solubility ia K0H or Li011 solutions seem to have been reported 
for the other gases studied
	 Geffcken (15) measured so1ubi!ites of 
oxygen and hydrogen at 15°C and 25°C in solutions 0 to 1 4M in KOH, 
anJ Knaster and Apeltbaum (1E) made similar measurements at 2 10 , 450 
and75°C for KOR concentrations up to 1011.
	 Ruetschiand Amlie (17) have 
measured solubilities of hydrogen for KOH concentrations up to 1011 at 
30°C 1
 while Davis etal. (18) recently reported oxygen solubilities at 
00 ,
 250 and 60°C for KOH concentratLon to 12M
- 
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F±gure 3.4-4 Solubility of Hydrogen in LiOR Solutions
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Table 3	 !+.1 - 
Solubilitv of Non-Po1r Cases in Aqueous KOH S'utions 
Solute Wt So1ubi1it g molell	 tn	 , x103 
Gs }0H .?°C .0°C 60°c joc
_c 
0 0 •.. l.263. 1.01^9	
.• 0 . 815 O.786. .. . 5.00 .	 0.825 o.68	 . 0.605 0.58L :	 . . 
13.50 .	 0.!13 0.365 0.339 0.315 . . 
•	 23.00 0.155 .	 .0.1 1^5 0.19 0.137 ..	 .. 
31.60 .0.061 0.059 0.056 0.055 .	 .	
. 
•	 40.70 0.018 0.020 0.019 0.020 
50.30 - - 0.006	 . - - 
50.65• 0.006 . 0.005 0.006 ..	 . 
H2 0 0.792 0.713 0.7a2 -	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 . .	 . . 
•	 5.00 0.583 0.560 0.54.0 0.539
.
•• •: . 
9.00 .	 0.465 .	 0J35 0.Ll0 039L .. .• 
1950 0,226 0.217 .	 . 0.199	 . 0.196 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 . . 
32. 140	 . .	 -	 . 0.082
. 
0.C'[8 0.079 .	 .. . 
3'^.50 0.078 -.	 . - . .. .	 .	 .	 . 4 
38.00 -. -
. 
-
-
. 
o.o7-
0.038 0.035 0.033 0.033 0.031. . 
52. 14.0 
56. 140
0.011 
.
0.010 
.
0.009
. .
0.010 0.009 . 
. .	 . . . .	 . 0.007 
Ar 0 1	 lt-07 1 122 0 919 - 
5.00 0.903 .	 0.758 0.658 .0,620 ..•	 .	 . 	 . j	 •...: 
13.50 o,'142 0.1400	 . 0. 355 0.3314	 .
.	 •.	 •,.
• 
23.00 0.183 0.162 .0.157 0.1147 •..	 . 	 . ; 	 •• .	 . 
31.60 •-	 .
-	 : 0.0614	 .0.061 :. ••• . 
3250 0062 - -
. 
36.60 . .-	 . 0.036 . .	 -	 .• . 	
- ••.	
: .	 •• 
140.70 .	 .	 -. .	 -.. - . .	 . 
0.002 0.018 0.020 0.020 ....	 .	 .	 .	 ..• .
•-,	 -
•.	
. 
He 0 0 378 0 372 0 32 0 43 
•500	 : 0.273 0.274 0.286 0.302 •	 . 	 . 	 . 	 ••	 . •.	 ••- •	 . 
9.00 .	 0.224 0.225 0.224 0.231 .	 .	 •. •.	 . •	 •	 • 
19.00 0.109 0.102 0.117 0.3.17 .	 .	 . . 
32.4 0.030 0.030 0.031	
• 0.032 .	 .	 . .	 . .	 .	
. I 
Literature value (22)
, ' • 
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Table 3.4-1 (Continued) .	 .
S.. 
Solute .	 Solubility,	 g .tm31e/1.-atm.,x103 . . 
KOH 25°C 40°C 60°C 80°C 100°C	 . . 
CH4 0.0 1.341 1.056 0.872 0.789 .	 .	 . .5.-
5.61 0.806 0.704 0.594 .	 0.573 •. 
13.90 ..	 0.376 0.343
.0.315 0.319 --
23.50 0.135 0.134 0.129 0.129 
31.61 0.051 0.053 0.054 0.056 
40.70 0.01.4 0.017 •.	 . 0.018 0.021 ..	 S 
-SF 0 0.225 0.151 0.12 0.103 -	 -	
. 
5.00 .	 0.104S 0.077 0.065 0.060 . 
13.50 0.031 0.024 0.021 C.021 
23.00 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 
31.60 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 5 
C(CH3 ) 4 0 0.561 0.378 0.264 0.234 
5.61 0.257 0.175 0.101 0.122 
13.90 0.064 0.049 0.040 0.040 . S 
23.50 0.010 0.009 0.008 0.008 5	 .. S 
• 31.61 0.003 . 0.002 0.002 .0.002 .	 .	 S 
* Literature Value (22) 
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Solubility of Non-Polar Cases in Aqueous Li011 Solutions 
So1ioilit	 ii1J1	 -3tm	 ,x1O 
W.	 % L0I1
-	 25°C !o°c 6c°c	 - 80°c 100°c. . - 
0.0 1.263 1.024.5 0.375 0.782 0.75 . 
I	 (\. 0 986 0 81 0	 82 0 592 0 51I3 
3.) 0.770 0.617 .0.502 0.L30 
• 0.516. .	 0.2426 0.360	 . 0.328 0.275 
0.2400 0.363 .0.322 0.262 0230 
10	 1. 0 309 0 265 0 2243 - - 
Ilel inni --- - .	 .	 .	 . 
Wt	 % L0h 25°C 240°C oO°C 
0.0 0.372 .	 0.372 0.392 . ¶ 
190 0285 03124 0339 
3 8) 0 2624 0 214 24 0 281 .1-
6 145 0 190 0 208 0	 245 
----0.161 0.181	
..
0.210 ---	 .	 . •.	 -: J 10 10 0 135 0 160 0 172 
1-!drOtLn
- 1 
wt	 % LtOH 25°C 1+0°c 60°c 80°c 1CO°C 
0 CO 0 7.)2 0 724 5 0 7 12 0 692 0 6'o 
1 90 0 650 0 617 0 5724 0 550 C	 0 
3 b 0 517 0 506 0 2475 0 2462 0 '+50
- 
6 24 0 390 0 335 0 355 -
- 
L 05 0 311 0 0 335 0 312 0 282 0 27 
10 10 0 270 C 2624 0 2242 -
-
ii 
I 
Ii
, \
\\' 
35	 ...	 ..	 . 
TaL1	 3 1,..	 (eoinwd) 
So1ubi1itvj moit/1 -3tm ,' C 
/rgo'
Li0i 25C 140'C	 6o'c 
000 1360 1110	 oi8 
190 106j o891	 O76 
3.85 o.8oc, •.	 0.706	 0.582 -	 .	 ..	 . 
6.145 0.5149 0.1489	 0.137	 .	 . . .	 _: 
8 05 0 14o 0 388	 0 
10 10 0 329 0 310	 0 28
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To facilitate the comnarison of the results of the present
-	 - 
irvestigation with those o
	 p..cvious workers, the solubility data for 
oxygen and hydrogen at 25°C nave been plotted En Figures 3.4-7 and 3.4-8 
in the form of a semilogrithmic Flat	 This type of plot has been used 
since most electrostatic theories of salting out predict a linear rela-
tionship between the logrithr4 of the activity coefficient and molar con-
centration of electrolyte at moderate electrolyte e.oncentrations. 
Figure 3.4-1 reveal
	 that the 25°C oxypcn solubilityvalues 
obtained in this work Figrec within 2% . and 5
	 with those obtained by 
Ceffcken (lb) and Davis et al.	 L&), rspectively.	 The experimental 
results of these investigators ar	 distributed on both sides af the 
solid line of Figure 3.4-7.
	 The	 greement with the results of Knaster 
and ApeVbaum (16) is good at very low and very high concentrattors. 
However, at intermediate conctntr.ion, the disagreement is quite marked, 
the results of Knaster and Apel 'L'aUm falling consistently below the solid 
ilue.	 Lt 60°C it is posnibl-	 compare the present data with that of 
Davis et al.; the agreement is eael1ent, being within 2Z at low KOH 
• concentration8, and within 1OZ at the highest concent-ations, 
Correction	 In the rourth Sen -Anua1 report it was stated that the 
• solubility data of Davis et at.
	
(18) for oxygen in KOR solutions at
	 • - 
60°C differed from those obtained in this work by about 15h, and it fur- • 
ther suggested that: discrepancie8 might exist at other temperatures.
	
.
--
This is incorrect and the authors are happy to correct this err.3r.
	 In	 - 
fact, the data generated in this work are in excellent agreement with
	 --
the data of Davis
	 except at the highest KOH concentrations.
	 The
-	
--HI - 
unIortuiate error arose through our failure to note that Davis e
	 at.
I 
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had reported soluhi1ttie 	 tit	 atotaipressure ot one atmosphere. whereas - :	 - 
we were reporting data ar.	 part iaI pressure of one ainsphere.	 We are 
grateful that	 tt'ts mdtt.r has be- called to our attention and that we 
have-this opportunity	 to clarity	 the matter.	 .	 --•	 . ..	 . 
Figure 3 4 2 slows thai hyd'ogen solubilities in KOh obtained 
in this work at 25°C are in fairly good agreement with those of other .
- 
workers;	 Agreement with the results of Geffcken (15) is within 27., and t 
with those of Knaster and .pi1'baum (16) is within 10°L.	 For dilute 1(011 
solutions, the reported resuLts agree within 37. with those of Ruetschi 
and Amlie-(17).	 However, the values of activity coefficients obtained . 
by them are consistently lower than those rep-rted here, and these dis-
crepancies are as large as lO 	 for the higher 1(011 concentration. 	 At	 - 
temperatures of 40 and 60'C,	 :he disagreement between the reported results 
and those of Knaster and Ape.'Iaum (16)	 is-also within	 i07,.	 --	
-	 :	 •.	 - -	 - 
No literat ire	 aLii s are available to compare the experimental 
solubility	 I various gas.i	 in LIOH solution
-	
-
F 
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3_5	 Discussiofl	 f Results
•. 
3.5.1	 Calculation of Gas Solubilitie3 by Scaled Particle Theory :	 •• 
The scaEec	 particle theory was used to calculate thcoretical - 
values tr the soluhilitv ot various gases in KOR and LiOH solutions
	 The 
following equatiun, developed earlier (3.2-16), was used to make these
	 . 
calculations
—h—s	 ..	 . 
g	 g	 .	 .	 .	 . 
ln(y 1 K1 ) =	 +	 + ln(kfl) 
The various parameters iequired for calculation of ln(y K°) were evalu-
11 .	 . - 
ated in the manner- described below.
	 . 
Values of the Lennard-Jones parameters, 0 and c/k, for 
solute gases were those obtained from second virial coefficient data,
	 . •. 
and are shown together with polarizabilities in Table 3.5-1.
	 These	 . 
parameters were taken from Hirchfelder, Curtiss and Bird (23) except
. 
where otherwise indicated, and are the same values as us2d by Pierotti
	
....... : 
(7 ), except in the cases of sulfur hexafluoride and neo-pentane.
	 Values
- 
of 0, c/k and dipole moment, ji, for water were those used by Pierotti 
Values of CT and c/k do not seem to have been reported for
• 
ions	 Alt'iough crystal radii should provide approximate values for cJ, 
such tadii are difficult to determine accurately and considerable dis-
agreement is shown between the values reported by "arious workers
	 In 
view of the sensitivity of the calculated solubilities to the
	 values, .	 . 
a procedure similar to that used b y
 Pierotti ( 7) in determining U for 
water was used,	 Experimental values of 1n(y 1K) were plotted against .	
.. '•i 
polarizability of the solute molecules at 25°C for 107 and 20% by weight 
KOH solution	 The value of ln(y 1 K), extrapolated to zero polarizability,
I
-	 46	 '	 - 
is the experimental hard sprere value
	 This may be con'pared
	 ith the 
theoreical	 iard spere value from Equations 3 1-7 and 3 2-15 
,	 S1	 .:-
tim	 li(	 + ln(kT) 1 K ] ) 
.T1 -258A	 : '•' 
As the ethtr moleculer pdrarneters are known, the resulting t-cuattens 
may be solved for the
	 values for the two ions.
	 These values	 re 
shown in Table 3.5-2, and'are seen to be in good agreement with crystal
.	 .
} 
diameters.	 The	 value of Li+ i
	 was taken as twice the cryatallo-
graphic	 radius.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 -	 -.
'' 
Although experimental values of
	 /k are not available
	
. 
for ions, several t'heries afford expressions for, the potential inter-
. 
action due to dispersion forces (2k).
	 The Mavroyannis .Stephen theory
	
- .
'i 
(25) gives	 for	 the dispersin interaction
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 . -. 
1/22 
a. ..	 ..
. 
-
1/2	
1/21	
5-1) 
2	
{ ( 
where a
	 0.5292 A is the	 Bohr	 radius,	 e io the electronic charge,
	 Z '	 - -.
.- ' -• 
is the totcil number of electrons It toe partic1e, and
	 and	 ae 
polarizabilities for the two species in the mixture.
	 Comparing with
	 - . ' 
• the dispersion term of Lennard-Jones
	 (6-12) potential	 .	 .	 -	 -, .	 .	 .	 . I 
-... ..-. - -. -. ..
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Tab e 3 5-1 
Mc'	 cu'n Parv'ttt-r	 for	 Solute	 Ci'es
2 - 
Solute Gas • 1 •e,/k,	 K	 . •	 _____ 3 cm /molecule	 . 
lie L03 02C,4 
112 287 2Q2 0302 
Ar 30 12, 163 
O 3( 118 157 
CH 3L 270 
•	 SF6	 .	 .. .5.51. 200.9	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 . 
c(cH3) b 232 çb 10 3bb 
a	
1'	 Rted, J Phvs	 Chem	 59, '8 (195_) 
b	
u, Bae, Ph.D.
	 Thesis,	 :i1iversity of Florida,
	 Gainesi1le, Florida, 
1966. . .	 . .. 
Table 3.5-2
	 .. .	 .	 .	 .	 . 
•	 .	 .	 . Mu1'cu1ar Parameters for Solvent Species	 . 
.• • 
Solvent	
••
.•-
. 
•.	 .
.:.xl02 
.	 .	 .	 .	
.	 -	 .	 .
..-••	 .	 .	 •• 
.	 .•.-•
.• 
. 
.ñ	 £_/molecule Debye 
11d°	
75a
- 8	 3a	
- 1 8 
K4	 2 60b p	 -	 çd 239b	 o 335e 
30b
3 S	 9)d 137 2b 
LI4	 i 20C
-
37b	 0 0313 
a	 Values froff reference (7	 ) 
b	 Calculatcd In tht	 work 
c	 Diameters from crystal radii,
	 references (28)
	 and (29). •	 : .	 •
•	 i. -- 
-d	 fliameters from ionic mobility, reference (29)
	 • --	 •	 .	 --	 •	 • •	 • 
e	 Raference (27)
-
4 
4 
v-
•	
•; ... ....-	 .. 
-	 -	 -
.	 . 
u.
For	 like p.itr	 irterlcttnQ	 11tt	 subs'itutt g vaLues
	 13r a 0
 and e
	 this 
equation gives
10_24)1271/2 3.1 146
 x -	
------	 'r	 (3.5-3) 
where a and .' are	 in c.g.s. urLts.
	 The MavrOYannts-St . phen theory gives 
c values which are in considerably better agreement
	 vilues obtained 
from experimental data than those cal.u1ated from mimi pre.'ious theories. 
Equation 3.5-3 was used to calculate the
	 value	 or the K
	 and Li + ions 
shown in Table 3.5-2.
	 For 0( no polarlzability value could be found 
in the literatue, and the value given in Table 3 5-2 was t1culated 
from the relation oetween polarizability and mole refraction R (26) 
.2 I ! 3R	 .	 . .a.i a 
.	 4-n N 4-zN	 .	 .	 (3	 5-4) 
n2+2 
where V and N are volume and number of molecules, an
	 ii is Le index of 
refraction.	 Mole refraction data were obtained from the Lnrdolt-
. 3 
Boinstein Tables (27) H -
A complete sample calculation is given ic
	 ppendix 1. 
-3.5-2	 Comparls',nof Theoretical ard Experimental Gas Solubiljtjes 
Heving evaluated all the molei ular parameters we can now 
predict the solubilities.	 Predicted and exptimentaI values of
	 ln(y1I() 
are compared at two temperatures in Tables 3.5-3 and 3.5-4 for KOH and 
LiOH solutions, respecti.,e1y.
	 Hard and soft. contributions Li the chemi-
cal potential in Equation 3.2-15 can now be caicLlated using the molecu-
lar parameters of Tables 3.5-1 a:d 3.5-2 together with experimental den-
-	 I	 •Ii 
sities from the literature 
.-
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For the dissolution He. H 2 , Ar, 02 or CR4
 at 25°C the agree-
mont between theory and experiment Is very good for all KOhconcentratjons. 
- The same is true for all the gases in LICH solutions at 25°C. Values of 
(y1 K?) agree withtn a fac.tor of about 2 or better even at the highest 
alkali concEntrations. The agreement fr these solutes at 80° for KOH 
is slightly poorer; however, it should be recalled that r values for the 
ions were determined at 25°C. Discrepancies between theory and experi-
ment are larger in the cases of sulfur hexafluoride and neojentane. 
Because of the large hard ccre diameter for these molecules, the cal-
culated (y 1K) are very sensitive to thee value taken for (5 of solute 
gas. Considerable uncertainty is involved in evaluating the Lennard-
Jones c parameter, and it is possible that the values used wre in - 
error. Similar considerations apply to the £/k parameter for these 
molecules, although these have less effect on ca1culatrci
	 values. 
Because intermolecular interactiOrB forsulfur hexafluorjd
.
 ard neo-
pentane are both large and acentric, it also seems likely t1at the 
assumptions of S
	 0 and of uniform molecular distrlhutiun around 
the solute are poor approximations in these cases.
	 • 
•	
The experimental and predi';ted temperature dependencies 
of ln(y1K') are compared in Figure 3.5-1 for cxygen in 207. KOH solution. 
The differences seen here appear to arise fron', the fundamental assump-
tion that a pair potential of the form given by Equation 3.2-6 may be 
used. In practice it iB necessary to choose appropriate constant values 
for the hard core diameter of each species. However, the real particles 
do not possess hard cores, and the effective core diameter may be expected
1] -
I .	 . .	 -. 
52 - 
'3 
0
12
to dccrcase with rising temperature boh-because of the Increase in
aver-
age particle klnLtir energ>
	 ano	 ve raging ovt'r molc.culjr orienttio 
The tcmptraturc dvpcndncl-
	 f	 'hr	 tihimcter has bcen recently discussed 
in connection with
	 applications of scaled particle theory to gas solu-
bilitje9
	 (30), and surface tension (9).
	 The predlc:ed temperature
	
- - 
dependence for both cf
	 these properties is improved if a is allowed to
	 - 
decrease with rising temperature.
	 In determining a for water, Pierotti 
-.
-	 - 
0	
-	 0 (9) .
 found that the best value was 2.74 A at 7O
	 as opposed to 2.75 A -
- 
- 
at 25 CC to illustrate the effect of a small decrease with temperature
- 4 
of the	 values for vr1ous species.-
	 Calculations were made for oxygen
	 - 
in 207. KOH using the following diameters (A) at 25 and 80C C -	 - 
Lemperature, °C
	 aH2O,X	 O1(?	 C011_A I - 
25	 3 46	 2 75	 2 60	 3 30 
80	 3 45	 2 74	 2 59	 3 28
1 
Diameters at intermediate temperatures-were obtained by linear inter-
	 - -	 ..	 - 
polatlon. - The resulting predicted temperature dependence of ]n(y1K)
	
- I -	 -	 - is shown in Figure 3.5-1, and is seen to be much improved.
	 --	 -	 -
I	
: 4 -
--	
-	 It is. instructive to compare the relative magnitudes of
--
the various tcrins In Equation 3 2-15,
	 Iables3 5-5 and 3 5-6 show the
--
contributioi-,s for oxygen at 25°C for both KOhl and LiOli solutions.
	 The -	 - .	 - - 
free energy of cavity formation is seen to be the dominant term in
	 -
-	 1. 1.J 
Equation 3.2-15; moreover, it isaffected by the addition of ions to a
-
.	 J -.	 - 
much larger	 xtcnt than is the
	 term	 The success of the scaled par-
tide theory appears to stem in large part fromthis fact, for the cal-
	 - 
culatjon to obtain
	 may be performed with considerably greater confi-
dence than that needed
	 o obtain	 the last term on the right hand
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side ot Equation 3.2-15, which correspond to the free energy for the 
fixed 3olute m1eculcs to wander within rhe sOhLnt
	 s seen to he 
almost	 independ...'.t of
	 elcctro)yte concentx-atin. 	 Of	 the various	 con-
tribution to g
	 the electrostatic interaction between solute and water
	 - 
molecules	 is a re1ativly small contribution, whereas that of the non-
polar interaction is	 large.	 Nonpolar interactions beteen solute •nd 
ions become a 1.preciable at high alkali concentrations.
	 Similar trends 
are observd for the other solutes and temperatures.
	 --. 
.i _5	 3	 Comp-i.r1son with Flcctrostatic Theories 
Salting out coefficients can be predicted by the methods
	 . 
of Debye and McAulay, and of Conway with the help of Equations 3.2-2 
-'and 3 2-4.	 To	 aiculate 1	 in order to use Debye and McAulay theory, 
the followir'g cqution is used 
-	
-
(35-5) 
where V 1
 is the partial molal va1u
	 of solute.	 Equation 3.2-4 was used 
•	 ... to calculate salting out coefficient for the system using the ,
 following. 
values •for	 the	 ionic	 parameters	 n and r-
	 -.	 -	 ''	 .	 .	 -.
, 
.	 - 
rA 
Ion	 r,	 n	 '- 
-	
••.''.
JA 
-
.1 T	 - 
K	 272	 41	
-
Ii-
Li	 328	 71 
0H	 300	 53 L 
The hydration number for the 0H
	 ion..was not available, and was calculated
•	 I I 
from the experimental partial molal entropy of hydration using the method 
proposed by Ulich(31).	 Predicted values together with experimental values 
nave been plotted in Figures 3.5-2 through 3.5-6.
	 '	 . -- •	 "
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It is apparent that ,eicher of the elcctrostatjc theorIes 
predict the observed salting-nut coefficient satisfact3ruly..
	 The Debyc-
McAulay theory gives results much below experiment for both LLOR as well 
as KOH solutions.	 While the theory of. Caway et
	 • gives better results 
at	 low electrolyte concentrations,
	 it predicts negative solubilities for 
higher KOH and Li011 concentrations and is thus invalid in this region. 
The failure of the electrostatic theories to predict corre.tly either 
the effect of solute species or electrolyte concentration ,,r
	 the activity 
coefficient can be attributed to
.
 the assumptions made in these theories. 
It seems probable that it is oversimplification to treat the solvent
. 
as a continuous dielectric medium, and that observed salt effects can 
be adequately accounted for only if the solute-solvent molecular inter-
-.	
L 
actions are explicitly
	 introduced into the theory.
	 .	 . 
The scaled particle theory hs the advantage that the 
expression for solute chemical potential is derived from t:h
	 equation -	 . 
of statistical mechanics by a series of well-defined appo:cInation.
	
.
.	 t 
Salting-out effects are accounted for within the framework of a more
.
V 
general theory that describes the solubility of gases in czganic sol-
.	 V 
vents and water (3 ), and it provides a .' imple model of the solution 
process.	 The theory explains the effect of
	 ;olute species and electro-
lyte concentration of salting-out in electroyte solutions, where salt
. 
effects are large.
	 In contrast to the elect,ostatic theories,
	 it is 
jpossible to calculate the solubility of the gas in pure water.
	 Further- -. 
more, the molecular parameters needed are more readily obtained than
V 
those involved in electrostatic theories.
	 Unlike many of the electro-
--
static theories, the scaled particle theory makes no appeal to assurntions 
V
V
- 
:.	
.:.	 V . 	 LI 
.4 
I
I 
-- ____,	 iii nuu
	 i.un,. ne 
ionic charge has little direct influe.ce on salting-out. The most impor-
tant effect of such charges appears to be in determining the density of 
the electrolyte solution.
	 -	 - 
3.5.4Calculation of Thermodynamic Prpties from Solubilitjes 
The activity ':oefficients in Table 3.4-3 and 3.4-5 may be 
used to calculate partial mcilal enthalpies, entropies and energies of 
different solution with the help of Equations 3.1-12, 13 and 14. Tables 
3.5-7, 8 and 9 show thecalculated values of partial molal enthalpies, 
entropies and energies, respectively, for KOH solutions. Typical plots 
of heat of solution, entropj of solution, and energy of solution of 
oxygen in .KOH have been show, in Figures 3.5-7, 3.5-3, and 3.5-9, respec-
tively. Similar behavior -is observed for other gases. It is seen that 
the heat of solution-'o negative at low KOH concentrations and that it 
becomes less negative aa l;h! KOH concentration increases. Also, at 
lower temperatures .
 the heat of solution ts more negative. The same 
trend is followed by entropies and energies of solutions, too. As seen 
	
from Tables .3.5-7, 3 and 9, for a given temperature on KOH concentration,
	 - -. - 
-	
ind	 varies with the solute gas. It is rea8onable to expect
	 - - 
	
that this variation of partial molal heats is due to physical character-
	
: 
istics of the solute gas, or at least to its effect on the properties of - 
the solvent. To thia end iH 1 , S 1 and	 were plotted againè c/kin - 
Figures 5.3-7, 8 and 9. All the partial quantities seem to correlate 
well with this parameter. It is seen that all these quantities decrease 
as c/k increases for lower concentrations of 1(011 but that each exhibits 
a minimum at higher concentration
-	 \ 
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4	 D[fficjvjtfot	 '.''(fl	 'nd lIvdroen	 in	 I(OH	 md	 hOP Solutions 
A kflOwltdgL ot dLffusion coLfc1ents
	 ic	 ery	 nirnort tnt
	 in rrInv 
mass transfer processes;
	 unfortunate!)	 t1.t' e:dsting dat.
	 tmn the
	 - 
diffLsid	 c ie:t:s	 3es	 :n eiectroyic	 oIutions	 ri- very-scarce.	 In	 Lis 
work, diffusion coefficients of oxygen and hydrogen in potassium
	 ydroxie, 
and of oxygen in lithium hydroxide at 25°C,were measured. 
Owing to the ia:Jequacy of the theories of
	 liquids the teory 
of diffusion coefficients of gases in liquids
	 i	 not well developed.	 A 
comparison of the data obtained from this work and the existing theories 
was made in order to test their validity and to evaluat4
	 their usefulness 
for corr€iation of experimnta1 data.
	 - 
•	 4.1	 Theories	 of	 L'iffi;s Ion in Liquids 
Many theories an:. empirical correlations have been 9roposcd
	 For 
diffusion cocfficier.ts	 ii	 Jiqui.d systems.	 Himmelblau	 (32),and Krn 1	 (3.'' 
have given very com.1et
	 reviews of the existing theories.
	 n the fóh10-
ing paragraphs a discus-icn of irreversible thermodynamics and of the 
-	 theories of- possible relevar.ce to the present work is given.
	 • 
In the case of	 diffusion of these gases
	 in electrolytes the 
solute gas
	 is present	 in essentially infinite dilution, and the diffusion-
process is effectively a binary one; attention is therefore given to two
	
• 
component	 Systems.	 -	 -	 •	
• -	 - 
IJ	 1	 Clmssic	 1	 irreversible Therirodynarnlcs 
-	
Ireversihle thermodynamics is useful in identifying the • 
forces and . the fluxes in non-euilibrium processes, although it does not 
-	 allow us to predict these-fluxes and the relatedcoefficients.
	 The devel-
•	 opment	 is based upon the assumption of 1ca1 equilibrium,
	 i.e.,	 it is
	 - -.	 --
-	
-.:	 72	 •-• 
assumed that equilThrium thermodynamics may be applied to microscopically 
small elements of the system which are very close to equilibrium.
	 V. 
Thus,	 In an open system, an entropy balance gives 
d	 (ds)	 (ds)j +	
4 1 1 dt	 dt	 dt	 (.-.) 
where (ds)j
	
lathe generation of entropy due to the non-equilibrium 
process	 If we let 
(ds)
mt -	 -V 
dt	 =	 (4.1-2) V 
then it can be shown (106) that the .rate of entropy production,
	 CT,	 Ic 
related to the forces producing a flux by an equation of the form
	 - 
. V	 - 	
(4.1-3) 
-
. 
where J
	 isothermal fluxes
-	 . 
a.	
. 
Y	 = isothermal forces conjugate to J 
a	 a 
thus,	 for an isothermal,	 isoberic system 
TCT	 1	 -	 (4 1-4) -	 - 
i .	 V.-	 . . . 
V 
wiere	 is the partial molar free energy of component j 	 -	 -	 .	 .
.	 1V 
.	 -	 . 
is the molar flux with referent to the mass average velocity.
	 -	 . 
Assuming that J
	 is a tunction of the force
	 where	 repre-
V 
sents all components, and expanding about the equilibrium condition,
	 . V 
which for the case when chemical potential is theonly form, gives 
--
I]
\ 
-	 .	
.. •2, 
73 ...	 .	 .	 : 
T1e first	 ter'n is obviously zero, and taki-g the linear approxi-
mattin	 we hivt
J	 =..
aF	 ;	 .	 .	 . .-m (41-5) -. . - 
L 13 are callcd the Onsager coefficients, and according to thE. Onsager 
Reciprocal Relaio, 
L	 =	 L	 .	 .. 
•	 aE	 fxt. (4.1-6) - 
The mass-average velocity of the fluid, v, is defined as 
V =
.	 (4.1-7) 
.1 
where p.. = density of species I .-•	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 
velocity of species I
-	 .	 .	 •.	 .	 . 
While the molar flux with reference to this mass -average velocity is 
J1C1(v-v) 
C1
 = concentration in mole/volume.
.	 -.	 •	 •	 •	 •
-	 :. - 
- .
	 The chemical potential gradient in a system at- -:nstant tern-
- 
perature and pressure can be written .	 •	 .	 .	 -	 .	 •
.	 .	
. 
r-1	 -- • .-	 -	 -. ...
• 
.
(4	 1-9) 
k=1 
so that for a binary system Equations 4.1-5 and 4.1-9 give for the flux 
of component	 1	 . .	 .	 •
.	 3 - - 
•	
!i l	 DM21 . .. .	 .
• 
-- 
= - L1	 •••	 +	 Il2 J	 C 1
. 
(4.1-10)	 . • 
1	
• •	 .	 -
- 
•	 Comparing with Fick's first
	 law	 •• •	 . :
-i 
--
= (4	 1-11)
Ii
I'4 
gives ti-
	 diffi-	 efi.ciert-. oF
	 i i
	 r. ierence to the mass-average 
'e1ocit'.	 -	 -	 - 
L	 L1,	 12) 
A sLmilar exprs.on is obtained for D 2 . It may be shown that 
L 11 = - L 12 , an the .=o diffu,ior Loefficlents are related by 
D 1 V2
 = D2 V 1	 (4 1-13) 
where V 1 and 'J 2 are partial molar volume.
	 - 
A similar develpment can be made for the flux referred to 
the volumL average velo..ity 
The vJiume•-av * rig. velocity is defined as 
v= > C.v.V.	 (4.1-14) 
-	
i-i, 
while the center of VLUm: flux is 
i	 C1( -.') 
=	
- C	 VJ	 (4 1-15) 
For a btiary system Ft kk law is
(4 1-16) 
- 
	
.where D° La the diffusiofl coefficient of component 1 with reference to
	 - 
the volume .average vehcity. Using Equation 4.1-15 it can be shown that 
•	
these two diffusion c-efiicier.ts are related by
	 -	
-	
S 
= C V2 D 1	 (4 1-17) 
D2° = C ' '2
	
(4 1-18) 
- Thus D1 °	 D2° can be inferred from he above equations. 
Experimental diffusion coefficient are usually reported for
	
S - 
the volume frame of reference.
	 -	 -	 -	
.-
'L 
I 
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	 't	 t1e	 a--'	 cal	
-	 ries - 
-	 stat	 m:r.a:ic;	 prvicis . th	 most	 fundamental approach - 
to the	 frmuIa:io:	
-)f	 a---t	 propert i,
	 and thus	 to the diffus ion caef-
ftcirit.s	 •i	 ga:	 i	 au-n	 reattnenL	 dciibe all	 tr-anspir-t	 pro-	 - 
cesses,	 ard d	 t	 i:t:uc	 parameters whLch have no clear meaning.
	 At 
the pre-r'	 5tag	 w rl	 applia	 f	 tEee tI-ofs	 to predicting dii 
fusion coe1ficic--t	 a::-i be made OWIOg to
	 the complexity of the theory 
and to mathematcal (jiificultje 	 in obtathing solutions.
	 Although these 
theories represert	 the rnsr rigorous approaches that have been proposed, 
there are still somt paramtes which must be otaired experimentally. 
Several thorLe
	 based on statistical mechanical approaches 
are discussed brifly in the
	 :llowiig paragraphs with a view to assessing 
their adva-tage, ano 1 m
	 atlns fr prdicti-g the diffusivity of non-
polar gase
	
1	 str	 1g a1ali solttors 
The Time Carrel-i'to 	 mci	 Tn,s thcory is derived from a consideration 
of the time correlat.i-'n betwtn the movement of different species, and
	 - 
gives	 for	 th	 C) sagir	 ffiint	 L12 of Equation 4 1-12 
L12 = -	 =	 j	 [J1O)J2(t,J	 dt	 (4	 1-19) 
'J L 	 - 
whereJ	
-m'	 --
1.	 k_l 11.k	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 - 
= velocity'	 f m'leu1e of species	 3. 
-	 -	
-	 At	 expresi-n f-or the h inary diffuion coefficient can --	 1 - 
be obtained from Equa
	 i	 4	 1	 14 a'd 4 2-1
- 
-This.exç:essi:n requires the time correlation function 
[J1(0)32(t)]	 dd at p'-ece-t the theory is unable to evaluate this H
•	 .	 .
\. 
fO	 -	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 
The t.Lme corrtat.Lo function ma ie etima:ed for
	 fin'te.xiurnber of
	 .	 : 
particiesby the method of m1eculardynanncs usig a dkgital computer-.
	 .	
. 
TIit's, nt the present time, this thory prcvides fizial. eqta.ion;, but	 .	 . •, . 
c.snncl b used tc ;idict d1ffiir.	 tfficic-nt	 .	 . . 
paco distribution functLo theo
	 Bearinart (3-. ) deveLped a statisti-	
. . 
cal mechatucol theory of tra.sport processes in solutiuns ;ased on the
	 . 
•	 work of Kirkw,od (3). His w:rk made use of the space is':ribution 
tunction of the molecules. In hi development, he defined a frictional
	 . 
force T(l,L	 for a '-component, 1 orermal ad i c obaric system as 
(l,Ij	 (l) -	 (l,0)*	
(4 1-20) 
where 
(l,0) 
is a torce which extt even at equilibri m 
can be defned in t t rmc of distri-
bution function za 
F U	 £ NC(r/r)	 (g,1)	 g(2i)) o r
	
(4 1-21) 
where V 1	 smoothed potential of intermolecular forces betweem molecules .
	 •	
.	 •: - 
.	
.	 1and	 .•.	 .	 ..	 •.	 H.	 •	 •••	
.: 
113 - non-equilibtium percurbatton 
(2)	 (2,0)	 .	 .	 •.	 .	 :	 • .	 .	 ••..•	 •• :. 
-g 113 -g11 
pair correlation function (which does not have spherical
	 . 
. •
	 symmetry) 
	
radial ditz ibution function and is related to equili-
	
. 
brium thermdynanzic properties. 
if we expand	 in a series of spherical harmonics,
	
. 
only the first harmonic will contribute to the integral, and the resultant
	
..•	 I. -: 
P
\ -	
.	 I	 --• 
V.	 . 
e'pTesSL.)'l	 IS
\ C	 ,	 (i	 u	 ,	 =	 -	 (4	 1 22) 
I
- 
=1	 .:ii:	 1..:	 .	 .	 ..	 .-
hirc	 the	 1i-ict in'	 c'ft	 it	
'	
t	 di tired	 ' 
.	 J g	 ' ..L	 + d3r	 (4	 1	 13) 
me	 re-tpr	 31	 rLlltinuhIp C
	 t	 a conseqience of
V. 
the dcftritt ion of	 the	 tt'e	 potent tat ard the	 synsnerry of the radial 
distributtn	 funct Ion.	 -	 .	 V 	 . 	 . 	 . V 
For the sp(Lai case of a bfrry system with the volume 
avera,e velocity as refezt	 e	 Equat ton 4 2 5 cin he expressed as 
VkT r	 IL3lflh	 . .	 .	 .	 V 
D° = +	 . . .	 .	 (4.1-24) .	 . hi C 1 . ..	 .	 .	 .	 .	 - .. 
'12	 L	 T,p	 -
. 
after Ecluat ions 4	 -9 a itt 1	 1	 14 have been iitroduced 
-.	 Since .
	 i.	 e. function of Cu,	 it	 is also dependent on	 . .	 . 
gel) by Equati'rn 4 2 
If	 in EqJ tt.i 4	 1-24, componert	 1	 is present	 in infinite 
diluti.,n,	
'2 
becomes the molar vlume of pure s1cnt, and C 12	 is repre 
. 
-sented	 by	
.	 . 12	 -- .	 .	 .	 ..	 . V .	 - V
... 	 .._ ..:_ .. ... 
Also	 1 	 [from Henry's Law) : 
1
.	 . 
-	 .. 
-.	 i,p	 V	 - V	 V. 
aid Equatioi 4 2S will become 
VkT	 V.	 V.. 
Y.)diIUtiOfl -V 
..V V. _.L....	 .	 -	 .(4-25) 
V	 .	
12	 .	 -	 ..	 .	
V
Ii
II 
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4.1.3	 Mdified ActVivat j Dn TheDries of
	
Diffusion V 
The Eyri'-g thery (36,37)f absoIu'	 reatLo	 rates has 
been applied to the prediction
	 f	 diffusivitjes and viscosities with •.•	 : 
some auccess	 AccMoLng to this lfle v xy, 	 tri	 fiutaiiy	 of	 a	 liquici are 
the biiary diffusion coefficient. at
	 ifinite dilutiofl may be expressed
	 . .	
..	
I 
by
2 
kXh	 -. . 
=	 k Vkexp	 - -	
1/2	 1/3	 exp(-JkT)	 (4.1-26) I-	 t..
•V' 
. 	 (27mkT)	 Vf
V 	 -
V 
V 	
V
k X2 h 
d
V 
D° = kdX2 exp(-&/RT) 1/2	 1/3	 exP( ( d /kT )	 (4.1-27) . (2TnkT)	 V1
. 
V 	
-
, 	 . 	
. 
Since strorg electrolyte solutions are highly struitured .:
V 
(38), the model on which this theory is based is very suitable.
	 Thus, . 	
. 
Podolsky (39) has modified Equation 4.1-26 to predict the fluidity of
V 
an electrolyte solution, and Ratcliff (#O) derived a corresponding equa-
.	 . 
tion for the diffusion coefficients of gases in electrolytes.
	 In all VVV V 
these treatments,	 the presence of ions is assumed to perturb the free V 	
V 
energy of activation for diffusion, but
	 its effectn the lattice sàc-
	 . . 
LngX is assumed to be negligible.
	 If	 is the free energy perturb-- I 
tion due to the presence of an ion i, the perturbed free energy of
.. . 
activation will be
	 If the distribution of ions in the 
neighborhood of the solute molecule is assumed to be the same as in .	
V 
the bulk solution'
, the av.r'age free energy of activation for .the dif-
fusion of a sparingly sluble gas is 
*	 *	
nx(.i151+i2t52) I-= C	
+ (l-x) + (Y1+112)x	 (4 1-28)
I 
I I
-I 
•	 :. 
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where n = number of solvent molecules sur-ounaing an ton 
number of g-ions of species i 
	
i	 g-mole of electrolyte 
x = tn31e f'acti,n f elett olyte 
Substituting Equation 4.1-28 into Equation 4.1-27, we have 
+ v262) 
exp	
RT[(l-x) + (v1+-'2)xI	 (4 1 29) 
•	 This equation predicts a linear relation between in
	 a.zf the quantity 
	
flX	
which is called the species fraction;
	 - (l-x) + (v1+v2)X 
This linear relationship was shown to hold for a wide 
•	 variety of gases in electrolytes by Ratcliff (leO). Gubbits and Bhatia 
(14), using a similar development, arrived at and proved thc validity 
of Equation 4.1-29 for mutual diffusion of potassium hydroxide solution. 
4.1.4 Semienpirica1 and Empirical Corre'ations
	
• 
	
The theories proposed for the prediction
	 I1ffusion 
coefficients are either inadequate or too involved matieru:cal1y for
	 -. 
engineering calculations. Thus, for the prediction of diffu8ion coef-
	 • 	 • 
ficients for engineeting use, a large number of empirical r scviiempiri-
tal correlation have been proposed and re widely used in engineering 
design. A few of them will be discussed in rief.here.
	 •• 
Applying the kinetic theory o F gases to liquids, Arnold 
(12) developed an equation f1y 2 liquid diffusion as
	 • 
1	 1 
	
D°	
(v3^v)(1A2V24) 
[1 + b ( T
-273)]
	
(4 1-30)
•-I	 •• 
80	 -•--	 •. 
In Equatioi 4 1-30 subscript-
	 1 refers to the solute a'd subscript 2 to 
the solvent	 A 1 and A2
 are abnormality factors to
	 iccouflt for the molecu-
lar association.	 T is the temperature of the system in degreesKelvin. 
This eqat1Dn indicates that the diffusion coefficient is 
proportional to the temperature which is contrary to the usual view that 
the relation should be exponcntial.
	 Applying this equation to the dif-
fusion of carbon dioxide in a number of organic liquids, Davies (43) 
showed that of all the empirical equations tested, his data fitted 
Equation 4.1-30 best,
	 in contrast to all the predictions that D° 1i2
 should 
be a constant at constant temperature, Equation 4.1-30 predicts a con-
stancy of D°J2 12 , and this was verified by Davis in his work. 
The first correlation based on the hydrodynamic theory 
was proposed simultaneously by Einstein (44) and Sutherland (45)	 Their 
correlation	 is	 -	 -• 
1 __________ 
6nr	 l+2ji2f/cy1	 (4 1-31) 
where	 'y 1	 radius of diffusion particles 
= coefficient o
	 sliding friction 
In the extreme case, when, 
Di2
i -' 
kT	 47!r
•	 r 
-	 0 
=	
.±a..L__ p	 kT	
•	 - • 
For large molecules of solute such as colloidal particles 
- or large polymers, Equation 4.1-31 is found to reproduce experimental 
data fairly well
	 -	 -
-	
I	 -. 
L	 A	 U	 mpt	 t) m	 1t	 thi° cr
	 elatl)1	 Li ard	 naig - 
(t6)	 pr )pJSe
2	 i 
r	
1	 - 
-. :	 (4.1-32) 
whei c
	
i	 the	 UOh4 . ?-	 .t	 clt.	 ieighhours	 i	 th	 mc,lecular	 stru( ture 
and	 £& the rumberf
	 :Jset	 nethbDurs	 in one layer. 
Wifl	 arid Wilkc- and Chang (8) have presented the 
most widely	 used c-rtLa'-i;
	 it	 is based on the Eyring's ahsolut.e rate 
theory and the StQb
	 EtLn equations, and it
	 is of
	 the following 
form	 -
: 
-	
,	 ..	 .1/2 7.4x10	 1(t a	 2 ,	 - D	 = --------..-.---
(4.1-33) 
'2	
l 
where X is aas.lat ion factor.
	 This	 orrelation reqi.iltesa knowledge 
of the associatj.	 fact-,r,	 r:d that	 is one of its defects.
	 To overcome 
this,	 Scl'eioel	 ( i.)) rn.Lfcd	 Fquit ton 4
	 1	 33	 to give 
0	 l+jV Iv 6 ____	
T D	 8.2xlO (4.1-34)	 --- 
v l	 -.
-	 -	 - 
-- -	
In a recent- paper Wise
	 (50) tested six of th
	 empirical 
correlations on thc dt1fusin
	 oefficLents of the -slightly soluble gases
	 - 
in water at
	
lO_600(,.	
he found that none of these correlation fitted 
the da'.a over the ctlre range
	 f temperature andmoiecular siz€. 
4.2	 ExperimntaI Methods Cisidered for the Determination of
	 - 
D ffus j Cjnts	 --	 --- 
Many methods have been proposed for the measurement of
	 - - 
diffusion COCfLICtfflt t 	 f	 ,ases	 in liquids (both mixture ard pure corn-
pounds)	 The mt wid '
-ly used tcchniques diffe- from each other only 
- --
4 - -	 -
--;	 --.•
I- .	 -..\ - 
in the metho	 of n Ia Q.tai: i!ig	 I inear diffusl
	 a'd	 in the quant tty mesur'd. 
Excellent rev ews
	 't e\pt-rlmr	 11 rietncs	 f mestiig dLffust)
	 coeffi 
cients	 in	 liquids	 ire	 :ver. hyhrnmeIblnu	 (32),	 anci Johnson and
	 I3ahh	 (St). -	 - 
A brief OiScusSj)ri of
	 mt.r,ods cnscIered,	 zis . wel! as
	 tneir merits 
and demerits wit.h rtference to the ptecnt system,
	 is underakeijn the 
follow:ing sections. 
4.2.1	 Dia2r.mCefl Methods
: 
The unsteady state diaphrag.n cell method depends on meas-
uring the concentratio fl
 of solute in the c.mpartments on b3th sides of 
a diaphragm before and after diffusion has taken place.
	 The diffusion 
process is confined to
	 he capillary pores of a sintered glass or metaL 
diaphragm and thus avoics the errors due to thermal and mechanical con-
.vectjon	 This method ol
	 determining diffusion coefficients is a rela-
tive one,
	 Since it requires the calibration of the cell with a sub-
	 - 
stance of known oiifustn coefficients.
	 This method has been applied 
Ln nwnerous cases
	 t has beer
	 developed into a standard method for
- - 
measurinc self	 nd 1rtuaL diffusivites of JLquius
	 An ex.Ellent revie 
on the experiment:al rrcedure formeasuring diffUsjDfl coefficIents
	 in	 -- - 
binary liquid mJxtures was made by Gubbins
	 tnd Bharia (5?)
	 A steady 
state ditphragm cell has also been proposed. by Walker (33), a:d was 
found to be very reliable for measuring the diffusivitie
	 of certain -	 i	 - 
gases in liquids.
	 The problem inherent with sparingly soluble gases
	 - - 
is the difficulty of measuring small concentration and the danger of
	
--
loss of gas on sampling the solution (5k).
	 These methods are not par-
ticularly suitable for the present system because the solubilitleg of
	 -	 - 
the gases studied are only of the order of 10
	 to 108 mole frac ion j
U
owi-g	 '1-.	 .alrt	 .	 Jt	 t	 t	 ii	 p ti-.im h,Jru	 (3	 The 
corra c ivi
	 pt )prr(_s	 La	 ..um	 hr	 il c 	 prit	 pr-'blLrnc	 Thus 
pr.1nr.gt .g	 the	 exp.ii:.t	 t..	 •'htair.a	 Iar"t•.r	 entrai,r	 change	 is. 
uiucsizibl	 1.t	 Lut t
	 .	 f.	 I	 ug	 p S-! i.0	
.	 nv-	 at	 nLea,u	 a..le	 .hinge 
in co
	 Cntrati':.	 th	 cell	
-rtma	 cna:g3. 
4.2.2	 St eadv	 ate Ahspt ion_ttc•hd - 
Sta	 scat.	 abcpton mctos are bas1 o
	 the assump-
0 
tion that
	 interracial	 re-n Ltanc.?	 to mass	 trarsnr	 is negligible and
	 the	 - 
fact	 that	 no resistance	 tn	 the gas phase when pure gas
	 is used. 
Many types of steady-st:ate i-low apparatus of known geometr
	 have hee 
introduced, of which the most widely used ae the larnir.rjer
	 ¶he wetted 
sphere,	 ad the wntcl wall.
	 Of	 these,	 the	 latnin	 jet	 is	 the most	 exten-
sively	 investigates,	 and it ha'
	 been sr'wn t
	 give very reliable results 
in suitable cases
	 (2)	 li	 meth.J his the ue1et
	 that	 it	 involves 
many impliedassumptjs, both i	 the model and in the mathematical solu-
tion of the differential equaL is descrIbing the m3del "hich have neither 
been pr.ved nor dL'.prvc
	 In additii,	 tre a s sumpti1 of n
	 recistanc.e 
in tue gas phase
	
,a-r'ot
	 be	 fulfll1J	 1	 tle r'esert	 sjste-,	 far	 if	 pure 
dry gas in used,	 th	 c	 entratim and temperature of the slution will 
be affected due to evap-ratoc.
	 A further limitation of these methods
-	 -	
J 
ts that- it
	 is very difficult to get acurave results whon the solubilicy 
of	 the gas
	 is	 small.	 --	 -
- 
-	 4.2.3	 Interfermerric Techrdgues
-	 - - 
These techniques represent the type which measures the 
concentration gradient ot
	 the solution as a functi.n of time
	 Guov (5t) 
-	 --	
-
• 	 . 	 . 	 .  
S	 •.	 ••.	 S '.
5-.. . 	 . 	 S . . . 
• 	 .84	 •..	 . 	 S.	 .• 
was the first	 to uce refrictive index measurerlencs
	 for dtfuior Experi-
- 
ments, although it was Wiener (56) who developed the recu red equation and 
who first performed experime'ts using
	 interfro1netrjc tech&-i quts
	 Ibis 
methd	 is a	 prD	 I.ig adaccura	 )n	 but has	 nt	 beer; wLd1y
	 used	 Lor.... 
gases dissolved in liquids because of the delicacy of the techaique and 
the cost of the aquipment.
	 For very low gas concenratios and concen-
tration diE€erenc.s such as
	 those employed F'ere,
	 it seems dcutf'ji that 
the interferomcter	 is Rpplicable.	 .	 . .	 . . 
4.2.4	 Electrochemjcal	 Methods	 .	 . .	 .	 ..	 . .	 . 
The oxidizability and/or reducibility of the gases under 
study make elect.rochemical methnds very attractive.
	 In fact.	 dl the 
existing data on these systems in the literature were obtained
	 .ising 
electrochemical methods.
	 Several such methods are available ac are 
-	 considered	 below.	 .	 .	 ..	 S	 . 
Dropping Mercury Electrode
	 .	 .
.	 ; 
The principle of the dropping mercury e1ectrd
	 ciepends S 
on measuring the diffusion current at the sirface of the dropping rner--
	 • 
cury.	 Diffusion at a dropping mercury electrode is spherict:ly sym-
.	 S 
metrical, but owing to the periodic growth and fall of the mercury drops 
the area of the diffusion field changes contiru,usly during the life 
of a drop.	 Hence the problem is much more compticated than for the • • S	 S 
case of a	 stationary	 electrode.	 5	 5	 . .	 . S . 	 • 	 • S 
The diffusion coefficient can be calculated from the 
experimental results by the modified Ilkovic equation
	 .	 S I	 • 
- 
607 n(D)h/2Cm2/3th/6( 1 + AD1t2 1/6 )
(4 2-1)
•= 
85
.	 .	 .	 . 
where n = number of electrons invo'ved in reactiun
-- 
D	 = dLffusLvity, cm2/sec 
1d = lLmltl.ng current
	 n ii ampere 
C = concentration in millimotes/ljter
	 •.	 .	 . 
m = mass flow rate of ntercnry electrode mg/sec
	 -	 .	 - .	 .	 -	 - 
t	 =	 drop	 time	 of mercury	 electrode,	 sec.	 •.	 ,...	 ..	 .	 -.-- . 
A = constant 
There have been some differences of opinion as to the
	
.• . 
value of A, but experimental dti tcnd to support a value of about 3l.. 
Cubbins and Walke.r (51k) used the dropping mercury elec-
trode to measure the diffuston c
	 ?flicientg of oxygen in potissium hydrox-
ide solutions at 25°C.
	 The coticentrat ion studied was C, K011 to
	 35 wt.%.	 . 
The estimated error Is v.hout +6, which Is
	 fairly precise for diffusion 
coefficient measurements.
	 ih.rt:comlng of the method Is that it-can not 
be used for measuring tE dif
	 isi'iity of hydrogen in potassium hydrxide 
solutions (owing to the high hydrogen o yer potential on the mercury eleo
... 
trade).	 Also, it is question&1e whether this method can be used for 
high temperature mea3urenents, when one considers that the high thermal
L 
capacity of mercury may result
	 n the drop not reaching the solution tempera-
- 
ture during its flow through the capillary and this may I ntroduc
	 errors
. 
in the diffusion coefficients so determined.
	 Moreover,	 at highpotassium	 .	 .. .------
. 
hydroxide concentration the reaction may not be mass transfer limited.
	 -- -	
- 
Thus 1
 the dropping mercury electrode was not used in the present measure-
	 -
.	 ;. 
ments 
Rotating Disk Electrode
	 - .	 . ..
.	 .	 . -	 .	 . . . 
The diffusion coefficient may be obtained from limiting diffu-
j 
-sion current to a rotating platinum disk electrode if the solubility is known.
-
-	 :
I
-.	 ";	 -.	 .86W.	 .	 .	 . 
According to the equation of Levich 
= 0 62nFAcv_ h/6D2'3w 1/2 - 
where n = number of electrons inolved in reaction 
F = faraday 
A = electrode	 area	 -	 - .
	 :	 ' . - . 
= concentration of solute
	 .	 - 
V = kinematic viscosity
	 .	
.	 . . 
D	 =.	 diffusivty	 .	 -	 .	 .	
.	 .	 -.--- -
'.: 
w = rotational speed
	 -. 
This method has the merit over the dropping mercury elec-
trode in that it canbe applied to both oxygen and hydrogen diffusion 
measurements.
	 However, as pointed out by Davis etal.
	 (18), when the 
rotating disk electrode is used in concentrated potassium hydroxide
- 
solutions, activation polarization becomes rate-controlling instead 
of concentration polarization.
	 This method, is therefore ill-suited to "	 .	
' .1 
the present investigation wheredjffusjon coefficients at high potassium 
hydroxide concentrations are of interest
	 - 
Stagnant	 Microelectrode
	
.	 .	 .	 -	 -	 .	 . ,	 . . .	 . 
A final method, and the one adopted in this work,
	 is the ...	 ,
- 
'	
' 
stagnant microelectrocie method deve1opd by Koithoff and Lingane (57). 
Modtfcation of this technique ' was made by Davis, Ilorvarth and Tobias 
(i&) and it was used by them for the measurement of diffusion coeffici-
ents of oxygen in potassium hydroxide solutions with great success.
	 This	 - . 
method combines simplicity with accuracy, and the time involved for each.
. 
experiment is much shorter than that of diaphragm cell method.
	 . '	 . 
....................................
Li 
J
..
•.: 
-	 .-.
...	
... 
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.3	 Measurement of Diffusion Coefficients in LiCH and KOH Solutions
.. - 
Measurements of diffusion coefficients depend l'rgly on 
ingenuity in eliminating convection and
	
..he method of measuring the
	 diffu-
ston flux or the concentration gradient
	 Thp d ffe'ent method .  cc far pro-
posed differ from each other principally in the
	 ays in which these can be achiev-
ed	 In the case of the stagnant micro electrode, Laitinen an. Ko!thoff (58) made 
use of a capillary to ensure linear diffusion,
	 and they measur'd the flux 
of the diffusino species by the electrical current flowing.
	 To eJ.iminate 
the effect of ionic migration of the diffusing species a large excess of 
indifferent electrolyte was used.
	 Among others von Stackelberg (59), 
Lingane (6o, and Davis (18) used this method for diffusion coeffiient 
measurements.
1' 
I.3.l
	 Theory of the Stagnant Microelectrode
	 - 
-	 The mathematical model of this system depends on the assump-
tionof linear diffusion of the reactant in a direction psral 1.e. to the 
axis of a capillary
	 Consider a capillary with a large length
	 o ciameter 
ratio as shown in Figure
	 Assume that the capillary is filled with 
solution of uniform concentration of the diffusing species.
	 Wh.r a step 
change in concentration is made at one
	 end of the capillary, the diffu- I - 
sion process will start instantaneously owing to th: concentration gradi-
ent.	 At any point in th
	 capillary, the concentration will be changing 
with time.	 The concentration of the solution for tFat point at any
. 
instant in time can be found by solving the appropriate partial differ-
ential equation with the appropriate initial and boundary conditions.
	 A 
brief discussion of the derivation will be made here; for further details 
the reader is referred to Koithoff and Lingane (57)
I
I
•1 
I 
'I
•	 .-	 :. - 
-	
-	 89--.	 -	 . 
According to Fick's second law,
	 for linear diffusion - ---	 .	 - 
- - . 
=	 .	 (b.3-j) :-
whc're	 C	 conc°ntratcn cf re diffu-Ing cpecies 
t	 time 
x = axial distance 
D	 = diffusion coefficient of the diffusing species 
with the initial condition for all x
	
C= C	 t = 0	 (ic.) 
and boundary conditions
	 x = 0	 C = 0 -
	 I > 0	 - -(B;C. 1) :. 
C=C	 1>0	 (Bc2) 
These boundary conditions
	 imply that the step change
	 .	 .	 . . 
imposed is of magnitude C, and the electrode will never "see" the bulk 
of the solution
The concentration profile at any time t results from solv-
ing Equation L3-1 with the. above initial and boundary conditiois, and Is
	 . 
given by	 --
x/2T5	 .	 .	 - •. 
-	 C (	 2	 -	 . .-. 
c(x,t) = 
—a	 j e'	 dy	 -	 (1	 3-2) 
where y is
	 an	 integration variable.
	 .	 .	 .	 -. -	 .	 . . 
In electrolytic solutions.
	 Equation 1..3-1, which assumes
	 - -	 -	
- 
a purely diffusion process, is applicable only when the limiting current 
is	 equivalent to the diffusion current,
	 that is to say, the-migration .	 .	 - 
current is zero.
	 This	 can be fulfulled when an excess of indifferent
	 - 
electrolyte is present and the current through the solution is carried
.	 .	 -	
..	
j 
-	 entirely by the large excess of indifferent ions.
	 . ..	 --	 -	 -
I
I
$ 
90,...	 .	 .' 
Ii' practice, boundary condition I is acnLv&.d by causing 
the diffusing species to react as soon as it reaches the platinum electrode 
(x=O)	 Assuming no activation polarization by applying l'igh eicugh voltage 
conditien I is atisfitd. Davis (8) has shovn that Equation . 3-2 is 
valid even .uough condition I is not satisfied provided on allcts enough 
time f .3r the actual concentration profile to coincide with that required 
by Equation i+.3-2. The reaction t the electrode gives rise to an alec-
trical current which is directly proportional to the diffusive flux.
	 : 
The current flowing is given by 
i =nFAD 
t	
x=0 
	
rD	 (3-3) 
=nFAC /—
	 . 
	
ovlrt	 .. 
By rearranging Equation 1 1-3, we obtain 
D = ( nFAC0 ) 
Equation b 3_1 predicts a linear relationship letween 
nd t4/2, this was confirmed by Koithoff and Lingane (57), 'd b3 1)avts 
al. (18). Thus, the linearity can be used as a criterion t, test 
the ieliability of art experimental run 
The boundary conditions introduced are less stringent
	 .	 . . 
than they appear. Condition I. can be easily fulfilled if the voltage
	 ' 
applied is such that it corresponds to a diffusion limiting condition.
	 . ,	 . . --
Under this condition, any reactant diffusing to the surface of the e1e.-
- trode will react as soon as it reaches the surface, and the concentration
	 .	 I ' 
will be practically zero at the electrode surface.
	 . -
	
....
: I I
The second boundary coriition can be
- 
insured by naving a long
	 .api 1 lary, the length of which is mucn greater 
than the diameter of the capi...lary
	 Using a 0 15 cm	 diameter and 2 5 
cm long capillary, Davis, Hcrarth and Tobias (18) have shown that
	 "the 
correction for the finite length of the bore is found to be negligible 
for time periods of severa '
 hours" 
Z 3 2	 Apratus 
Diffusion vesseJ. I
	 - - 
This vessel wan used for studying diffusion of gases in 
solutions, and is shown in Figure
	 .3-2.	 It was so designed that diffu-
sion will take place in the doLward direction.
	 Microelectrode A was a 
pyrex capillary of uniform bore
	 :1osed by a disk of.platinum foil.
	 A 
platinum wire spot-welded tc, th
	 platinum disk in.the microelectrode was 
immersed in a column of mercury i.n tube B.
	 The lead from the polaro-
graph (the voltage source) w
	 then immersed in the mercury through the 
other arm of B.
	 Fritted disk C
	 ias used to dispense the gas under study 
!uring the saturation proces;.
	 Counter electrode D was made of pure 
silver and of dimension 5.25 :	 1.5 cm.	 The 'arge area of the counter •. 
electrode was required to insure that concentration polarization took 
place at the microelectrode above.
	 The silver counter electrode was 
connected to the lead of the polarograph by means of a silver wire welded
- I 
to it
	 E was a vent for the gases 3nd F an openLng for inserting the
- 
hypodermic syringe into the cell; the lstter was closed with a tapered
- . 
piug (not shown) during any saturation or diffusion process.
	 G was a	 --
cylindrical vessel with a male tapered joint at the top which fitted
I 
I ...J
t - 
-G
- -	 -	 -	 -- ----
- F
I 
.93	 -.	 . 
siu, 1 v 1.ito the female joint H t.ith ill the abe c 1-,crie att-icf-d 
it	 '	 t	 p-irts	 re held LeetI L	 r 4
	 by in ins of ,,r ins', ( 
..fltot ') 
D.ricion VtS 1 II 
ihis vessel, showi in Figure
	 3-i wi, desge . d fri- ri a-
tiring the diffusion current when diffusion was taking place in the. upward 
direction. The vessel consisted of a ylthdrical ccntafner A ftted with 
a rubber stopper through which was inserted a fritted gas bubb1.ng disk 
C, a microelectrade B, a silver 'ounter electrode D and a sn'aU tube used 
as a vent. The parts of the diffusion cell were similar to thac c-f diffu-
sLon vesséll except that the reacting surface of the platinum su y
 face was 
facing the bottom of the vessel, so that diffusfon has to tal:e Pce in 
the upward direction. This vessel was used for calibrating the v icro-
electrode, and for determining the diffusion limitir.g potentias. 
The Microelectrode 
An enlarged view of the microelectrode was sho'm in Figure 
3-/	 The pyrex capillary x was of unifoim di meter
	 The diamet.rs of 
the capil 1 aries used were from 1 75+0 02 to ? 75'0 0j' nmi deptndi"g n 
the Viscosity of the solutions atd the flux of current cxectcd.
	 w.-is - 
a bright platinum disk with a platinum wire attacied
	 The platinum dLsk 
was pretreated as described below and was cemented ieLween the twc aec-
tions of tubing with a fluoro-caron epoxy cement. The assembly was cured 
for three hours at 1100°F and one hour at 50°F. 7 was a c2pillary with 
t 10 nm. tapered joint attached to it, the latter was fitted into the 
female counter part at the end of part B of the diffusion vessel.
	
. 1-
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Voltage Supply 
-	 Voltage supply
	 and curret meas!rt?mnt were
	 by	 Sargent 
Model XV Polarograph complc't
	 with a micrornube Lxtender	 Th	 polatogrph 
can run on the current-time Or current-v,ltag
	 bsc.s.•-	 The	 ieads from
	 .	 . 
the polarograph were cor.nectd with the microelectrode and the silver counter 
electrode for electrjca. contact.
	 .	 . 
.3.3	 ReagentsdSoujon5
	
.	 . 
Potassjur	 Hydroxide Solutjor
	 .	 .	 . 
A.C.S. Reage.I: grade potassium hydroxide pellets with 
about 1% pocasslum carbonate were used.
	 The solution was prepared by 
dissolving the potassiurr hyftoxide pellets in doubly distilled water to 
the desired strength.
	 I	 w	 then standardized with standard HCL uolu-
tion using methyl orange as
	 .ndicator.	 The carbonate content was checked 
by titration using phenoiph I' dein as indicator, it was found to be less 
than 1% and the inceasa Lit its concentration during
	 storage	 was negli-
gible	 The potassium hydrov cle solutions were stored in polyethylene 
bottles to prevent contomrtatjon 
Standard HCL Solu;jons
	 . . 
Standard 1 N HCL solutions were prepared
	 with capsuleq 
of"Acculute" standard volumetric solutions.
	 These capsules were diluted
	 . -	 1	 - 
with doubly d:Lstilled water to one normal solution in a one liter volu.
	
-	 . -	 .	 - 
metric	 flask.	 .	 -..	 .	 .	 -	 : - . 
Standard Potassium Ferrocyanide Solutions
	 .	 --
The standard pota;sium• ferrocyanide solution in 0.1 N KCL 
solution was
	 prepared	 by diluting a capsule of "Acculute" standard volu-
metric solution of potassium ferrocyamide with 0.1N KCL solution to the
. 
.-	 - - 
it iI
I 
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reçuired concentration (0 C00.eM in this case)
	 ihe concintratlon was 
checked by titrating the solution with a-standard zinc soluron acidified 
wl,th 1 N sulfuric acid and with addition of (NH) SO !
 using 3 .	 dimethyl 
•	 2 
napt'Idine a indiccr 
Zinc Solution 
•	 The standard zinc solution was prepared by dissolvtnga 
weighed amount of analytical grade grannular zinc metal in dilute sul•• 
•	 phuric acid in a volumetric flask and making up to the desired volume 
with doubly distilled .
 water.	 -	 • 
Procedure for Measuring the Limiting Current: 
This experiment depends on the measurement of diffusion 
current at a given controlled temperature. and concentratli,n of potassium 
hydroxide solutions. The measured diffusion current was used, together 
with solubilit data and 'calibrated area (Section !4..3.7) of the capillary, 
to cal'ulate the diffusion coefficient using Equation L3-. As can be-
seen from Equation 1.3_!, the diffusion coefficient D is proportional to 
the square of the diffusion current, i, and inversel y
 proportional to 
the square of the solute concentration.- A small error in the masure-
went of the difiusiôn current or failure to fully'saturate tie solution
	 - - 
can produce a large error in the value of the diffusion coefficient. The 
importance of thorough saturation of the solution and attainment of thermal 
equilibrium with the bath cannot be overemphasized.
	
: 
The apparatus was set up as shown in Figure 4.3 . j. The 
diffusion vessel was filled with potassium hydroxide solution and immersed 
•	
-in the bath. Diffusion'vessel I was used to produce downward diffusion of 
the reactant. Gas, saturated with water vapor (Section l4.3.5),was allowed
U
-	 -	 .-	
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to bubble thrnugh the solution for Lhirty minutes to make sure that both 
thermal Lquilib1Lm and salucition of iliC. solution with	 ,as	 as attained 
Owitg to the turbulence introduced by the gas bubbles thermal equilibrium
- 
is achieved rapidly 
While the gs was still bbbling through the solution, the gas-saturated 
solution was drawn into the rnicroeiectrode with a hypodermic syringe.
	 The	 - 
- solution in the syringe was then flushed into the bulk of the solution. 
This drawing and flushing was repeated four times, after which the gas 
flow was stopped.
	 In the fill Lng process care should be taken to withdraw 
the plunger very slowly, oteie degassing will take place.
	 The turbu-
lence in the solution was allowd to die down and the solution allowed to 
quilibratu with the surroundi.rgs for ten minutes.
	 Then, the desired fixed
-: 
• voltage was applied acrcs the electrode (-o.,i
	 to -0.65 volt for 0
	
measure- -;.-
2 
ments, +0.1 to + 0.25 volt. n 'r H,, measurements all- referred to the saturated 
calomel electrode), and the resulting current was recorded as a function of 
time	 The measurement was carried on for twenty minutes, then the applied 
voltagewas removed.
	 After t	 current-time curve was obtained, theconstancy
j 
of i/t was tested	 if the function was constant throughout the 20 minute 
period (the measurement for the first four minutes being discarded), the
::----
experiment was repeated.
	 During the repetition, the gas saturation process I - 
was a.lowed to take place for ten minutes only.
	 Five to six repetitiens 
were made for each measurement.
	 After this the residual current was measured
	 • 
(Section 1 15) and was deducted from the arithmetic mean of the above measure-
4 
ments to obtain i.
	 Diffusion coefficients were calculated from these values 
of i, solubility data, and by effective area of the electrode by means of 
Equation i 3-
•	 :\-. 
•4 
•	
,}•	 . 
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. 
If the quantity	 '.as not corstant,	 the	 electrode 
was cleaned by either cathodic evc"utlon of hydrogen or ancdic evclution 
of oxygen,	 and then activated at. 
-0.2 volt for one minut:e.	 . if the data
	 - •• 
did net. shcwany Lmprcvenlent dflcr se'erai rpeti
	 •cn. cfUis p:t.rc-3t. . 
inent (especially if irregular disturbances of the curve were observed), -	 .	 - 
the microelectrode was assumed to be poisoned.	 The microelectrode was then
	 - .	 - 
changed,	 and the experiment repeated.	 -.	 .	 .	 --
1.3.5	 Saturaticn Procedure .	 . 
-	 Care was necessary to insure the presaturation of th& gas, . 
as well as the saturation of the potassium hydroxide solution with the 
gas under study.
	 The arrangement of the apparatus was as shown in Figure 
1.3.6.
	 Dry gas from the gas cyinder 	 was presaturated with water by 
bubbling it through two gas washing bottles (presaturators) filled wtth
-• 
potassium hydroxide solution of the same concentration as that under
	 - 
study.	 The whole apparatus (including the connections between vessels)
	 • - 
was immersed in an oil bath controlled with a Fisher proportional con-
	 - .. •	 -	 •• 
troller to within +0 Qc°C of the
	 esiied temperature	 No condensation 
of water vapor in the connecting lines was allowed.
	 This insured that	 • 
the vapor phase in the diffusion vessel was saturated with water vapor. .	 • 
Thus, no change in concentration of the potassium hydroxide solution I	 - 
should take place, and the solubility of the gas was that córresponding . 
to the barometric pressure less
	 the vapor pressure of the potassium
-	 -	 - 
hydroxide solution at the bath temperature.
	 An oil bath was used to
•	
j	 --
insulate the diffusion vessel from electrical disturbances from the
	 •	 . •	 • 
heaters and stirrers
H
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14 3 6	 Pretreatment of the Mlcroelectrode 
The most critcd1 feature of thib rnetl'od is the enphasis 
on purity.	 The platinum micre1ctrcde- was very sensitive to impurities, 
and it
	 as	 found L1't. o smar
	 imount. of impurity personed t.ht eLLctrode 
to such an extent that it had co be cleaned with strong acid before it 
could be used again.
	 Init.ai1y, the electrode was cleaned b' dipping in 
fuming nitric acid,
	 and th.i -:insed with distilled water.
	 If the rinsing 
process was not thorough enoiig'
	 to remove all the nitric acid, erratic 
results were obtained.
	 This may be due to the presence of nitrate ions 
on the electrodes.	 The procedure proposed by Bockris (61) was sube-
quently followed in this work and found to give electrodes of much im-
proved performance.	 In this procedure, the platinum disk was soaked in 
acetone for about five minut
	 to remove impurities, and then rinsed 
with distilled water several times.
	 It was then cleaned with concen-
trated sulfuric acid a.d ttt
	 thoroughly rinsed with distilled water
	 --.-
untila].l the sulfuric acid lid been removed.
	 To remove anytraces of 
sulfate ions remaining, th
	 electrode was immersed in potassium hydroxide 
solutions for fifteen tainutes.
	 The electrode was then again thoroughly
--
• rinsed with distilled water, dried and sealed into the capillary as 
described ..arlier 
14 3	 Calibration of t'e Microelectrode 
For the calculation, of the diffusion coefficient using 
Equation 4.1.14, the area of the diffusion path i
	 needed.	 This can be 
obtained by either measuring the diameter of the bore directly or by 
calibrating with a substance of known diffusion coefficient.
	 The latter 
approach was adopted here.
	 Such a procedure gives a much more accurate
	 -
-	 -•
I
- •... 
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result tl'an the mechanical measurement, and by this meti'od any errors in 
the measurement and calibration should largel y
 cancel. - For the calibra-
tion of the electrode, measurements were made
	 of the diffusion current
--	 .	
. 
in a solution whict
	 was 0.000kt in ç3lassium ferrocyamide Sc...Utjn 0.IN 
1nKCL.
'The experimental technique was similar to that reported
-	 '	 '	 .: 
by Koithoff and Lingane (57), and only a brief description of the method' 
will be given here.
	 The main difference between the present calibration
. 
and the oxygen and hydrogen diffusion measurement is that the diffusion
.
.	 .-	 . 
should be in the upward direction to prevent bulk flow due to density
. 
gradients.	 Hence, diffusion vessel II must be used.
	 .	 .	 ,	 . 
Diffusion vessel II and presaturators were fiihd with 
the potassium ferrocyamide solution and immersed in the bath controlled .
' 
at 25°C.' Nitrogen gas was passed through the apparatus to strip out
.. 
- 
any oxgen that might be present,
	 O.fter the stripping process, the 
microelectrode was filled witi' the oxygen-tree solution using a hjpo-
dermic syringe.	 A voltage of +0.7 volts was applied across the elec-
,	
.	 ;'.	 '.	 '- - 
trodes, and the diffusion current was recorded as a function of time.
	 ' 
The experiment was allowed to proceed for 20 minuts,-thei i
 the 'applied -. 
voltage was removed
	 After this, fresh solution was drawn into the capf?
--
liary and the experiment repeated;
	 he process was repeated five times.
-	 . 
To measure the residusi current, the same experiment was
- 
repeated for 0.1N KCL solutions after stripping with nitrogen.
	 This,	 - - 
too, was repeated several times to minimize errors.
	 The difference	
- 
between the diffusion and residual current gave the corrected diffusion
-
- 
- . 
current for the experiment.
	 The area of the capillary can be calculated
'	
-- :'	
-
:1
-	 •• .• 
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from this corrected diffusion current by rearranging Equatin b.3-L to 
give
AJ 
is the diffusion cefficient of potassium ferrocyamide ir O.1.N KCL 
solution and was measuted accurately by von Stackelberg, Pilgrim and - 
Toome (59) to be 0.768+O.03x10 5 cm2/sec.	 : 
1L3.8	 Determination of the Diffusion LimItin&otentja1 
In order that boundary condition I-
	 be sati3S ted,
	 the 
voltage applied across the electrodes should be at least that crres-
ponding to the diffusion limiting potential.
	 This was measured as 
described below
The apparatus was arranged as shown in Figure
	
.3-5, 
diffusion vessel II being used.
	 The only difference between this 
measure'nent and in the calibrating process is that lnscea'I o
	 the 
microelectrode, a stationary wire electrode was used.
	 3lationary 
platinum wire was pretreated as describtd bböve, then the apparatus 
as iimersed in the oil brth and Lhe solution was saturted
	 ith the 
gas under study in the same manner as described in Secrio
	
l	 3-5	 After 
the solition became quiescent, the meast rem&nt was rtarted
	 In this 
experiment the polarograph was utilized to measure the change in cur-
	 • 
rent density with increase in voltage.
	 Thus, a given range of voitage .	
• 
was selected and-the current was recorded as a function of the applied 
voltage.	 A voltage corresponding to the middle of the plateau of the
	 • 
•	 current-voltage curve was used on the diffusion limiting potential.
	 In : 
the case of oxygen, the first of the two plateaus, which corresponds to 
r	
;-	 -.	 :
-
Ii
S	 .. 
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tl'e reduction of oxygen to F'ydrogen ptroxide, was used
	 The exeriment 
was repeated several times until we1-defined, reprcducihle cLrrent-c'tag-
curves were obtained 
.3.9	 DEtermkrajciof Rsjdu
	 Currtr.t 
In this ekprriert tne same apparatus as in the diffusion 
current measurements was used.
	 Nitrogen gas saturated with water vapor 
was used to strip out any o.ygen and hydrogen dissolved In the solucin. 
The microelectrode was then filled with te nitrogeflsaturared Sciutjn 
in the same manner as described in Section 1..3.5.
	 The same voltage as 
the diffusion current measurement was applied and the current was recrde 
as a futj0
	 of time	 The process was repeated several -times unhi	 there 
was, no further decrease in current for two succe g stve measurements 
LJ	 Diffusivitie s
 of 1F1rogen and Oxygen in KOFI and LIOR Solutions 
Experirnerta1aa 
The exerimenr,j1 data for the diffusion coefficients of 
oxygen and hydrogen in pot a
	 ium hydroxide solution are tabu1atcd ir 
Tables 1i.)1 an.] 14.1_2.
	 ]:	 Table	 are also tabujaed a few diffu-
	 ' 
slon	 oefficjents of oxygin th LIOH solutions at 25°C.
	 The deviations 
shown are the standard devj'tons from the arithmetic mean 
•for five to 
six measuemeits.
	 A sample calculation for a typical experimental
- run 
is given in Appendix 2 
The diffusion coefficient measured are integral v1ues.
	 -- -	 - 
However, since the concentration of dissolved' gas was very low, the
'	 - 
values obtained are for all pracIca1 purposes equivalent to the differ-
.	
- 
ential diffusion coefficients
-	 -..	 --	 -.,	 -	 .-	 -	 .
-- ---1'-
I
\ 
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Table	 1	 4..I 
Diffus.on Coefficients of Oxygen in'Aqueous Pot3ssium Hydroxide Solutions 
. .-	
. 2 in cm /sec \ .• 1O 
Dx05 2c. . 
WI 
l(OH 25°C	
- 10°C 60°c .	
- 80°c ioo°c 
3.5 2.45+0.02 . . 
5.0 .	 . 3.40+0.012
.	 5.l50.O3 . 
.6.0 1.4+o.oi8 : .	 .	 . . .. 
10.2 1.18+0.02 1.75+0.01 . . . 
13.0 .. ..	 .
. 2.45+0.021 3.70+0.035 . 
19.0 0.85^0.015 125+0.019 1.Co+o.oic; . . 
24.0
. 2.22+0.031 . 3.70^0.045	 . . 
26 0 0 60^0 018 0 90+0 01 
32.5 .	 . 1.05+0.02 1.64+0 (9 . 
40.2 .	 0.40+0.01 0.57+0.02 .	 . .	 . . 
42.5 .	 . .	
. 0.85+0.01 1.25+003
- 1.71+0.07 
51.5 0.30+0.012 O.1+O.O15 0.72+0.01 1.o4+o:c4 1.48+0.06 
Table 4 4) 
Diffusion Coefficients of Hydrogen in .Aqueous Potaviun Hydroxide Solutions 
Hydroxide ) Solutions In cm /sc'c x 10	 . . 
52 
DxlO_,cm_/sec, _____________________ 
wt% . 
KOH 25°C 40°c 60°C 0°C 100°C 
5 0 3 01+0 015 4 60^0 028 7	 5+0 043 11 600 086 
13.0 2.36±0.02 3.60+0.017 5.82+0.06 87040054	 . 
24.0 1.85+o.oj 2.74+0.01 4.46+0.032 6.7+0.039 9.90+0.2 
32.5 1.55+0.023 2.40+0.01 3.1E+0,,O51 5.4o.066 . 
42.5 .1.25+0.01 1.95+0.02 2.80.11	 I 4.4o.o95 ..
-. 
51.5 1.10^0.01 1.80^0.02 2.53±0.04 3.8o^o.i	 . 5.59+0.13
11 _____ 
•	 : '	 '	
s	 ;..-5-..	
;'	 '	
- 
-	 - •
•	 •.	 •.	
•	 -:	 - 
!	 ?	 Fstia'atLon of Accuracy of Measurements 
Tht. KOH and Li011
	 oneritrations	 Acre determined by Litritin, 
with standard HCL solution.
	 .indrpresent the
	 total alkalinity.	 It.	 is est.[-
mated that the analysis accuracy was 0.2% of the concentrLjon value.
- 
Numerous earlier analyses had revealed that the carbonate content of the
	 - 
LIOH and KOH
	
.as a little 1Lss than one percent 
The tempe-cature in the bath was controlled to +0.05°c; the 
bath temperature was rca.sured with a precision thermometer calthrated 
against a National Bureu of Standards certified thermometer. 
The overall accuracy of
	 the measured diffusion coeffi-
dents-is estimated to b
	 +10%.	 This estimation was made by considering 
the possible errors that can be introduced from all sources, including 
te uncertainty In solubllity data 
I. I	 3	 Comparisoi with Literature Data 
The (ata for oxygen are compared with those of Davis et al. 
(18),	 and Gubbjns sad Wi1ker (51t)	 in Figure	 and the, data for hydro . •,	 .••. , 
gem are compared with that of Ruetschl (17) at 30°C in
	 lur	
-2	 In I 
general, agreemon- of the data with those of other investigators is
	 ••
- 
.
1-
reasonably '
 good; however, the diffusivity of hydrogen In KOH solution
	 . . 
measured by Ruetschi showed a much stronger concentration dependence than
	 ' , 
was found in this work
	 Figure I	 4-3 shows th	 diffusion coefficients 
of 02 in ItOH.	 No other data on the diffusion coefficient of oxygen in
	 - - 
LLOH	 appear	 to	 ke	 available.	 -'	 .	 .	 -	 -	 -	 -- .	 -	 '	 .
•1 
By extrapolation to infinIte dilution, values of the diffu-
	 •	 ''
-	 I - 
sion coefficients of oxygen and nydrogen in water at' 25°C were estimated • 
to be 2.0x10 5
 and 3.7x10 5
 cm2/sec., reapectvely.	 These figures agree
	 -	 ..	
'
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wefl	 'ith the mc-st generally accepted
	 literature values.
	 The dLffutv!- . 
ties of hydrogen and oxygen in watr
	 at various tempertures are plLced 
in Figures 1 • h•	 and l+.L.5,	 The vaiues -at 2°C represer't
	 the twc. extremé . .. 
of the existing data,
	 but nio,t	 f thm are ciusLerd
	 round ih&.-vajues .	 . . 
•	 obtained	 in	 this	 work.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 S
. 
Table
	 4.43	 .	 . . 
Diffusic'n Coefficients of Oxygen in Lithium Hydroxide SolutL.ns at 25°C 
wt % LiOH	 1.9%	 3.35%	 -	 6.45%	 8.05% 10.10%	 -. 
D°x105
 cm2/sec	 1.6co.o3
	
1.33^0.01	 1.12+0.01.	 0:96+0.02	 - 0.70.0l 
4.5	 Discussion of Results and Cc' nclus ions
	 .	 .	
. 
The results presented
	 in Tables 4.4 . 1,	 4.4 . 2 ar.d !f. li .. 3	 mdi-
cate	 that the diffu8ivit[es decrease rapidly with increase tr. KOH or LiOR 
• 	 . concentration, whereas they increase with increase in tem?er,Iture.
	 The. .	 - 
effect of concentration on diffusivities appears to be rcc pronounced for
-	
. 
oxygen thanfor hydrogen.
	 It is Interesting to examine these effects in 
the light of the theoretical and empiri.aI correlations thar	 have	 been 
proposed 
-	 4.5.1	 Temperature Depndence of the Diffusion Coefficients
.	
- H 
Most of the theoretical and senithcorettcal relationships
--	 - 
do not really shed any light on the temperature dependency of t.h
	 diffu- - 
atom coefficients, since they cont.atn terms which are also temperature 
dependent.	 According to Eyring'
	 theory of absolute reaction rates and
• 
its modifications, the difIusivtt:y is relatecz to the absolutetemperature 
- - • •
	 by an expression	 of the form
	 • 	 -
• 	 •
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in D/T = B - A/RT
	 (4 )4) 
If we assume that within a short range of
	 Lemperature A and B are con 
stants, Equation	 5-1 predicts a lincar relation between ln(D/T) and 
hr
Ii	 Figures	 .5-1 and 14.5_2,	 the values of D/T were p'ot-
ted against hIT in a semi-logarithmic plot.
	 Within experimental error, : 
such a linearity was observed for bothoxygen and hydrogen diffusivittes j 
for the temperature range tested. 
1L5-2	 The Relations}ip Between Viscosity and Diffus1vitjes
	 . . 
In the study of diffusivities of oxygen in
	 potassium 
hydroxide solutions, Davis et al. (18) reported that the product of 
viscosity anti diffusivity (and thus D°/.L/T) was constant at constant
	 - 
temperature, after an initial decrease in value.
	 The rapid initial
	
.; 
falling off in the
	 value of D°J/T was also observed in this work (Table
- 
1 .5-l), tut these values increased after passing through a minimum 
instead of remaining constant I / 
Bearman (31) showed
	 that for a "regular" solution, the
.1 
product of D°ji should be independent of concentration.
	 The term"regular" 
implies that the radial distribution function is independent of concen-
tration	 This is
	 valid only when all species in a solution are identi-
cal, i.e., it holds rigorously only for a pure liquid.
	 The second
. 
assumption implied in a regular solution is that the volumes are add!-
f 
tive.	 The present system does not fulfill the requirements stated above 
for a regular solution, especially for high concentrations
	 Thus, the 
product of D°.z should not be expected to remain constant at constant 
temperature	 -
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Most of the semi-empirical correlations - such as the 	
- 
Wilke-Chang Equation (1,8) - predict the constancy of D°1JT Lr a given 
solvent or a solution of fixed concentration 	 'In Tabtec -	 5-1 a-id 1. 3-2 
values of D°i/T Icr. oxygen and hydrogen in potassium hydrcxde sou1ion 
•	 are given, and within experimental error, such a constancy was observed for 
each fixed concentration 
4.5-3	 Effect of Concentration on Diffusvitie 
•	
The modified Eyring theory given by Equation !,.i-29,
 
when 
appliedrM an electrolyte solution, predicts a linear relation betwéen .	 .	 '	 - 
ln(D ID) and species	 raction, where the latter is defined as 	 - -' 
.	 .	
species	 fraction	
=	 X	 •.	 .	 .	 .	 . 
1 - xt.(v1+v2)x 
•	 where V1 and 112 are the number of ions of species I and 2 into which an' 
electrolyte molecule dissociates. 
D	 is the diffusivity in pure water 
Typical plots oi in D /D
	
againbt species fraction for oxy-
gem and hydrogen at 25 and 600 ae shown in Figures 14 .53, 1L.5.., L.5_5 
and	 The, linear relationship predicted by the theory wasiound to 
hold for both systems up to 35% pt.t.issium hydroxide concentration, while .	
- 
at higher concentratio.s distinct deviations frcsn linearity were observed. . 
These deviations appear to be attributable to assumptions that have been 
made in the. mod.fications of Eyring theory.
	 ,	 .	 .•	 . 
Ratcliff and 1-:oldcroft (40) in their modification of the 
absolute rate theory assumed firstly' that the presence of ions would not " '	 . 
affect the lattice spacinc'X and secondly, that the distribution of ions 
•	 -	
.	 in the neighbourhood of the solute is the same as in the bulk solution.
	 • '. 
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These asnuniptions would not be valid at htg
	 concentration beciusc.
	 s q0- - 
ciation of the ions wilt be important.
	 Thus, the definition of species 
fraction must be modified.
	 Therefore,	 these assumptions 1-Emit the appli-
catton cI the thec ry
	 c	 the s ')lutLons	 h1ch ccnhiin not inure thin 34 
KON
As shown in l'tguve 14.14-3, the plot of D° vs. weight per-
cent LIOH for oxygen is 1inE:.r.
	 This relation was also predicted by
	 - 
Ratcljff and Holdcroft (14o) in their modification of absolute reaction 
rate theory for dilute electrolyte solutions. 
Values of the diffusion activation energy for oxygen and 
hydrogen in potassium hydroxJ.de solutions are presented in Table 14..5_3 
and145-14
14 5 14	 Conclusjo,s and Recommendatfon. 
The cont ancy of b jilT at constant temperature and the 
linearity of lnD IT vs.	 l,'T	 Lll allow the interpolation of existing 
data for intermediate tempevetures.
	 Extrapolation should be done witn 
care, since the linedrjtv of InD IT vs
	 lIT is valid only when A and 
B in Equation 14.5-1 are con3tant.
	 However, these terms are not,
	 in --• 
general, ronstant over wide ranges of temperature 
The modified absolute rate theory predicts moderately 
well the effet:t of concentration on diffusion coefficients up to 35% 
KOH so1ution g ,	 but it fails
	 at higher concentrations'. 	 This shows
.	 '4 
the inadequacy of the theory, and a more rigorous theory is required 
for concentrated gas-electrolyte systems.
	 To develop a sound theâry
- 
for diffusion of gases in electrolytes, it is suggested that a syste-
matic investigation should
	 be made on the effec.ts of electrolyte 
- 
--
.:'	
,.	
a -: ,, - ji
• 
I2I4 
concentration,	 typo of electrolyte, molecular size and structure of solute, 
on the diffusivity of the soiute. Such tin investigation, 	 taking into
	 - 
account the effects of niolccular properttes, could be used as a baisfor 
dccloptng a gcnrl theory tor diffuIou in electrolyte 
Table 4 5-3 
Activatior, Energy for Hydrogen Diffusion in KOH Solution
j 
- Activation Energy 
- Vt	 OH cal/g.mole 
0 4158 
13 4245 
2# 4j01 1 
32.5 4351	 :	 : 
42.5 4351.;
- 
Table45-4	 - 
Activation	 nergy for Oxygen Diffusion in KOH Solution 
Activation Energy 
Vt % KOH cal/g.mole 1 
•	 0	 ••• 3896 
10 d 3972 
190
-	 3868 - 
325 3992 
425
	
- 3939 
- 11 
r
Li
-	 -...	 - 
-	 '
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5	 Mutual Diffusion in Aqueous
	 <0H Solutions 
•	
In 1drogen-oxygen fuel cells the reactions at the €lecr.rodes may • 
be written as 
Anode:	 H2 + 20W	 2H20 + 2c	
,5.O-1) 
Cathode; 02 + 2H20 + 4e - 40W	 (5.0-2) 
Thus, the mass transfer processes at each electrode involve cliffusional 
•	 fluxes of both the reactant gas and of water.
	 Although the c'.iginal 
proposal did not include work on mutual difiusion of water, -It wau con-
cluded that a fuller understanding of-the role played by diffusion of 
water in fuel cell electrolytes was of considerable importance and this 
work was undertaken with the concurrence of the technical reDesenta-
tions of NASA. 
•	
The present work involved the measurement of mutual difftijLon coef-
ficients in aqueous K0}! solutions for concentrations up to saturation 
over the temperature range 25° - 75°C.
	 Similar studies in :.tCH could 
not be included for lack of time, but these are planned b y	 the near 
future 
5.1	 Apparatus and E'çperirnental Procedure 	 •	 •	 • j-
Liquid diffusion coefficient measurements have considerably 
exercised the ingenuity of exparimentalists.
	 This is evidenced from
	
- -,, - 
the great variety of experimental methods that have been devised.
	 All 
of these methods may be divided into ateady-stte methods based on Pick's
	 • 
first law, J
	 -. D	 , and unsteady-state methods Dased on Pick's second 
;c	 •	 •.	 • law, •	 (D	 ).	 •	 • 
-	 •,	 .-	
-
SI 
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In the atate'nerits of Fick's	 I iws,	 J	 is	 ih' trolar	 rJu.	 referred to a 'nolar 
average velocity, D is the diffusivity, C is the concentration of diffuc-
ing substance, and z ía the direction in which diffusion occurs.
	 Strictly 
speaking, Fick's laws are orly approximations, and it is necessary to con-
sider diffusion of all components in the system.
	 However, if o1e defines 
flows with respect to a plane across which no transfer of volume occurs, 
then both diffusion coefficients of a binary system are equal and one 
can write
.v	 V	 v 
D2
 = D12 = D	 -	 (5.0.3) 
where subscripts 1 and 2 refer to components 1 and 2, respectively.
	 This 
common coefficient is thei
	 termed a mutual diffusion coefficient. 
Liquid diffusion masL.ement techniques have been the subject of 
numerous reviews and books.
	 Johnson and Babb (51) have reveiwed the 
experimental technicue; fr
	 neasuring liquid diffusion coefficients of 
non-electrolytes.	 Harn€d (76), and Harned and Owen (77) have presented j 
in a systematic form a
	 Eirlalysis of the most accurate determinations of 
diffusion coefficients of electrolytes.
	 More recently Robinson and 
Stokes (78), and Geddes and Pontius (79) have described methods for the 
measureaentt of diffusion coefficients, while Himnielblau (32) has reviewed 
•	 methods for the measurement of diffusion coefficients of dissolved gases •-.-
-
in liquids.	 The most precise techniques today appear to be those uti-
	 - 
•	 • 
lizing Optical methods, wherein changes of concentration with distance 
and time are analyzed continuously in a cell.
	 - 
In the literature on diffusion and its measurement the diaphragm cell 
method figures prominently as one which best combines accuracy with expert-
mental simplicity, and it was chosen for the present work
	 By confining
I 
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the diffusional procs to the pores ')f
	 rtered glass, pldstc
	 or met-U 
diaphragm tht, technique avoIds most of the difticulties inherent
	 tn the 
earlier methods, such as errors due to thermal and mechcnical ccnvectjon. 
Also,	 the uMe of	 laige concentiation gadIeiZ	 coriSioeaDly leauces the 
tIme for a measurement- 	 --	 -	 - 
Since this technique has been the subject of exhaustive reviews by
	 -. 
Gordon (80), and recently by Gubbins and Bhatia (52), only a brief dis-
cussion is presented here. - Subsequent sections describe details of the 
experimental apparatus and procedure used, with emphasis on specIal pre-
cautions needed for the systems studied here. -
	 -	 : 
5.1.1	 The Diaphragm Cell Method 
•	 A Stokes' type cell consists of a porous diaphragm con-
necting two compartments in each of which the respective liquid concen-
trations are maintained uniform.	 Diffusion is allowed to take place, 
and from the change in concentrations of the liquid in the two compart-
	 - - 
ments and the time of the run the diffusion coefficient is evaluated. 
An Initial diffusion period is allowed ii'. order to establish a liiear 
concentration gradient through the diaphragm.
	 This is followed by the 
diffusion run, for which It is assumed that the diaphragm Is in a quasl-
•	 steady state.
	 Barnes ( 8	 has shown that this assumption introducei 
negligible errors.
	 Figure 5.1-1 gives the initial and final ccnditions 
in a diaphragm cell.
	 If the diaphragm be assumed to offer an effective 
cross-section Aand a path L to the diffusing liquids, then It has been : 
shown (78) that the diaphragm cell integral coefficient D is given by
-	 j 
-	 1	 cl-c2 
D	 in	
-	 c	 :	 •	 -	 (5.1-1)	 -	 •
I.... I 
12
-	 - - - 
C"l.C2 V2 V2 
V3 _______ 
C'C1 V1
v1 
Initial (t"C)
	 Final (t-t)
	 - I 
Figurv 5.1-I.	 Initial arid Final Conditions in a Diaphra
	 Cell.
;__ I 
I
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. 
where
cell Constant 
'(^	 )	 (51-2) 
11 
of
DdC	 (5 1-3) 
c+c	 c+c 2 C'	 2	 and . 2 
The initial concentration C 1
 of the lower compartment is obtained by a 
material balance and is g1ven by 
rv2+v121 
C 1 	 C3 + (C	 - C2) +	 j	 (5 1-4) 
V 1 , V21 V3
 are the volumes of the lower compartment, upper compartment 
and the diaphragm, respectively.
	 This diffusion coefficient obtained
. 
from the diaphragm cell measuren1ent is a double average over the con-
centration and time, termed the integral coefficient.
	 From these D .	
. 
values, the differential diffusion coefficient D for a given concentra- 
tio	 can be determined by procedures discussed in Section 3.5.
	 .. .	
..
j 
.l.2	 Experimental AppnratuR
	 .	
-	 : 
For the present v,rk diaphragm cells of the modified Stokc,' 
type (78) were employed.	 Figure 5.1-2and Figure 5.1-3 give details of •1 -. 
construction and the mounting arrangement of one such cell.
	 The cells 
were fabricated from Plexiglass, and diaphragms employed were of Teflon 
(Grade C, 9jt).
	 Compartment volumes varied from 30 ml. to 45 ml.
	 All
.	 --1-
glass joints -and stopcock bearing surfaces were Teflon-clad.
	 This -
I 
I


\ 
V.	
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ensured vacuum-tight joir.ts without the use of greases, which might have 
contaminated the diaphragm
	 Stirrers consisted of thin irr wirec 
enclosed in glass and were rotated by externally mounted magnets at 48 
rpm	 A sng1e AC motOr
	 (1/70 tiP) was used to rotate tne magnets through 
a pulley arrangement.	 Special silicone rubber '0' rings were employed 
•	 as belts.	 A Fisher proportional temperature controller (+0.05°C) was 
used to control the constant temperature stainless steel bath.
	 A labora-
tory vacuum pump was used for filling the cells and degassing the solu-
tiors.	 Solutions were prepared by diluting a highly pure stock solution 
•	 having a carbonate content of less than 0.OTZ.
	 Adequate precautions 
were taken to prevent CO2
 absorption, and this was checked by periodic 
titration.	 Specially distilled (all glass/Teflon still) water was used. 
after degassing to prepare all solutions.
	 Potasaium chloride used for
- 
calibration purposes was analytical grade and was used as such without j 
further purification.	 Hydrochloric acid solutions were prepared from
.-
reagent grade concentrated acid.
	 Thermometers, checked for accuracy 
--	 against NBS calibrated thermometers, were used.
	 -	 - -	
-
j 
5.1.3	 Experimentil Procedure
	
-	 : - 
The procedure employeu
	 as essentially that of Stokes (78) 
The procedure for filling the celihas been describedin detail elsewhere 
(52).	 Briefly, it involves evacuation of the cell,
	 followed by introduc-
- -
	 tion-of pure degassed water, care being taken toensure that the dia- j 
phragm was completely filled with liquid. -fl-The cell was then thermostatted 
and water was carefully removed from the upper cell compartment, and • 
replaced by the KOH solution, this solution having been previously brought 
to the desired temperature
	 The time of the diffusion run varied from 
-	
-	 V.-.:..	 -:-	 V.	
-	 •--.::'	 --	 --- --.--
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about 2 days at 25°C to 15 hours at 75°C, because of the high value of 
the diffusion coefficient at the latter temperature.
	 After a run was 
completed, the cell was removed from the bath and the top compartment 
carefully en'ptled.
	 The Lell was trienquickly invertea (Lhls cmizked 
•	 the end of the run) and liquid from the other compartment was decanted. 
Samples from both compartments (after cooling to room tempruture) were 
then analyzed by titrating with standard hydrochloric acid.
	 ')uplicate 
titrations agreed to within 0.02 ml.
	 Analyses of aolutions tefore and 
after the experiment showed negligible change in the carbonate content. 
For this work the solutions were not replaced by fresh ccoLutions
-	 .1. 
after the preliminary diffusion period.
	 Instead a time Correction for 
the unsteady period was applied as described by Bhatia (66), and Gubbins 
and Bhatia (52).
	 An effective diffusivity D' during the unst.Lady state 
•	 period is defined as 
-,	 1 
D	
- in	 ,	 -	
•	
I 
•	 fr	 3	 4	 :	 • 
where
.!	 LL •	 -: Li L'	 V1V2 •	 - . • 
A', L' are the apparent area and thickness of the diaphragm, respectively.
- •	 • 
It has been found that if the time for the tottl diffusional run is cor-
•. 
rected by the factor
	 •	 • • 
•	 - •-
• 
___ 
2	 Z(-l)	
•-:2• 
•	 •	 nl .	 D'7r	 n2	 •
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steady-state cociditior.s may be. assumed for the total run.
	 This procedure	 -. 
was employed to calculate the corrected integral diffusion coefficients. 
A material balance check
	 or the diffusional runs was performed with the
.	 - 
help of Equation 5.1-4.
	 ThE cell compartment and diaphragm volumes were 
estimated by a series
	 f weighing	 with water 
After an experinent was completed the cells were carefully cleaned, 
first with water, and ttl en cith dilute hydrociloric acid.
	 This was con-V 
tinued until repeated wate
	 washings showed no trace of alkali. 
5.1.4	 Calibration of Cells
	 . 
Since the ratio AlL for a diaphragm is not conveniently 
determinable, most experimenters use the method of Northrop and Anson 
(82) of characterising the diaphragm by calibration with a solute of 
known djffusjo	 coefftcieni:.	 Although there is still disagreement about 
the best choice of a ciliFrtt ion standard, most workers use KC1 since 
accurate diffusion data
	 f Ilarned and Nuttall (76) is available	 For 
this work both KCI and t{l were used for calibration since accurate
	 . 
data in a suitable f"rm ,i.,
	 also available for the
	 latter	 (83).	 Also, 
•	 -	 since }fCl LB ore of the fastest diffusing electro1yt
	 diffusioral times
--
were short.	 One of the cells which was calibrated using KCLwac used
.	 .	
.	 ..	 -	 - 
to check the integral coefficient for HC1 tabulated by Stokes (83). 
Table 5.1-1 thows the close agreement obtained.
	 .	 .	 - 
TABLE 5.1-1
	 .	 .	 -	 . .	
•-
-	
-	 Integral Diffusion Coefficients of HC1 at 25°C
	 . .	 -	 .	 - --
(C2=0)	
- 
C 1	 Stokes Value
	 This Work 
_	 D	 D 
10246	 3220	 3273
:1
$
- 
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The' solution; were analyz.ei bysitnple titr :itions uSl?.g a micr,buret..	 KC1 
solutions were titzitd agairat-
	 ta'.dard AgNO3 using dich1orof1urjr.sceji 
as indicator, atd. standard KO-! was used to titrate liCi eamplea with pher,1-
phtalein as inuicacor.
	 Tabie 5.1-2 shows the reproducibliLty of the I 
values for the cells, ar.d the agreement was within +0.7%.
	 Measurements 
1 and 2 represent replicate determinations made at the same time near 
the start of the measuremente.
	 Measurement 3
	 as made toward the end o 
the measurements in order to check on possible changes of [3 with time. -	 : 
Such changea might arise from wear of the diaphragm due to action of the 
stirrers,	 in which case [3 would increase with time. 	 Hever, the values 
shown agree within experimental error w'.th those made earlier, so that 
any such effect is small
TABLE 5 1-2 
•	 -.	
..•.•- Calibration Constants
	 for	 the Cells	 -	 . -	 -	 .	 - 
Measuremert	 Cell I
	 Cell II
	 Cell	 III	 - 
1	 0 1450	 0 2380	 0 1814	 - 
2	 0 i465	 0 2384	 0 1793	 - 
-	
-..	 3	 0.1474	 0.2377	 0.1789	 .	 .
.-
.	 .	 •.	
•• 
There does z:ot seem to be ar.y evidence of the variation of the cell con-
-	 stant with remrerature and most experimentalists have assumed it to 
remain constant.	 Cha'g and Wilke (81) have presented experimental
	
. 
measurements of cell constants at various temperature, which indicate 
the cell consta
	 is esseitially invariant with temperature
Li
\ 
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•	 -5.1.5	 CaIcuaiof DIfferential Diffusion CoeffLcjent 
•	 ••.	 The diarhragm cell integral coefficient D is a cmplicatd 
double average coefciet.gjven by Equation 5.1-3, and is nr simply co-
v	 r-	 t	 th	
-	 j ul	 hff.	 ..	 Ltfficlert	 t	 epecIai	 wh-n tne" 
•	 is an appreciable v'lume cha"ge on mIxing.
	 - 
For a binary system the flux past a stationary poir
	 in 
•	 terms of the mutual diffusion coeffIcient is given by 
- r	 CA + CA lNAVA +	 BVS )	 (5 1-6) 
where	
= molar flux of I relative to stationary coordinat'es 
The experimentally measured diffusivitieg will differ accordhg to the 
geometry and cnvective flow conditiona of the measuring device, unless 
the last. term in the above equation i
	 also accounted for.
	 The quantity
J 
in the parenthesis represents the volume-average velocIty ai
	 in order 
•	 that the measured diffusion coefficient equal the mutual d:..usion coef-
ficient D, this volume-average velocity must be zero at al
	 poitts of the 
diffusion path.
	 This condItion is exactly fulfilled for diaphragm cells
I 
only if the partial molal volumes of each component are cois-t in the
-	
j 
•	 range of concentration over which the experiment is performed.
	 For the
- 
system iOH-water, calculations are presented in Section 5.1-6 to shuw
	 •
-
-
•	 I - 
that the volume change effects, though not enticely absent, are insignIfi-
cant.	 • S	 • 	 S	 S
• 	 j-•: 
•	 In recent years various papers F.ave appeared on the analy-
=	
- 
j
- 
sis of liquid diffusivLt-y measurements for diaphragm cells which incor-
S 
parate volume changes on mixing.
	 i1lien and Shemilt (85), and Robinson
-	 --
(%) have presented equatione for calculating differential diffuéjvitfes
5•'
J
-	
-
I 
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* 
-in such 5ystems;.. H 'w€ver Olander (87) claims that they erred in their -
- 
derivatiors, a:d, himrelf- recognizing the considerable mathematical
-, 
difficulties which the pr-blem ir
	 ita completely rigorous form poses, 
has prese;ted equti-ns whtch permit the calculation of an appr-xjmate 
correcti . '	 fact•'r.	 i-ia	 1s	 gives a rapid method of checking whether
-• 
vOlume chaige effects are sLgr.ificant for a particular system.
	 Using 
the latter	 procedure caLulatiocis have been made for the KOHwater 
system and the result.
	 are presented later.
	 The calculations show 
that the volume change effects -on diffusivities are insignificant for
'4 •	 - 
this system
The method adopted in this work for calculating differ-
ential diffusivLtia is that
	 :f Stakes (8.	 He defines D° as the 
integral diffusio-	 coefficient for a run of vanishingly short duration 
givenh
=	 I	 DdC	 (5 1-7) 
I) I 
Cordon (80) haq sl'w' t''at
	 D	 a -elated to the differential diffusio-
1 
coefficie-t D by
	 he equal h-
in 
D = (C' -.
	 J	 DdC	 (5 18) - 
in	 '	
-- 
•.
Li- 
where C'
	 (C	 + C3 )/2 and C"
	 (C2 +c4 )/2.	 Denoting D°(C') and
	 -- -•
- 
as	 he values of D° wtth initial concetrations C' and C" 
respectvely,	 it is easily ehown that 
=	 (C"/c',	 [	 -	 °(C")]
	 (5 1-9)
--	
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T113 equa.I'-	 pe'mLtS the estimatio-
	 of D°(C') provided both
	 arf 
D dle k-'wn
rru.-ate1y it tur'e out that a plot of D°(C') versu3 
(.)½	 1i	 -	 -	 17	 'f	 I'at	 D versus	 (C1)½	 and hence i s1uti-
	 f 
Equation 5.1-9 is p.ssble by a short series of approximation. 
A curve of D versus (C 1 ) 2 is plotted and extrapolated to 
the Ner-ist limitirg value.
	 From this a first approximation to
	 °(C") i 
read off au	 substituted in Equation 5 1-9 and D°(C') values obtai-ed 
These values of D ' (C') are then plotted against (C)½ to give a second 
approximation t.
	 D°(C") which are again substituted in Equation 5.1-9. 
The resu1tng second approximation to D°(C') is found not to change on 
continuing this process.	 This D° data is then plotted against (C)½ and 
from this D values are readily obtained as follows:
	 -	 - 
Diffsrer.tiatfrg Equation 5.1-7 we get
- 
.. -,) dD	 -----
-	 - 
-dC	
-. 
or	
•
-•.	 4 
- - 
+	
(5 1-10) 
d(C) 
dD' 
The slopes	
½	
are obtained graphically.
	 : 
d(C)
• 
- 
A sample calculation of the above type is shown in Section 5.1-7.
	 -	 - --	
. [... 
•	 •-	 .-	 -	 --	 -
-
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5 1 6	 Vlure Chaigcs on Mixi' 
If there is no volume chang2 on mixing during the diffusion 
process,	 the volume on either side of the apparatus-fixed refre
	 e p1-i-it 
will be L..ra ge..
	 ea	 ti'at	 te	 fltx referred	 t)	 ti-	 ce1tc	 )' 
volume is the same as that referrcd to staio-ary coordinates
	 This c---
dition of zero volume change is fulfilled exactly if the prtil molar 
volume of each component is independent of concentration.
	 tind ' r these 
circumstances the experimental differential diffusion coefficient will 
be ident ical with D"f 2 .	 For the KO}1-water. system,
	 the above condit iot is 
not exactly fulfilled; however, calculations are presented below to 
prove that the correction due to volume changes is neglgibe
	 For these 
the method of 01a-ider (87) is employed.	 He derived an equation from which 
it can be quickly ascertained whether or not the volume change corrections i	 - 
are necessary for a particular system
	 In the folloing caltu
	 n iora 
Olander's nomenclature is used
	 Subscripts	 0,1 lower 'nd
	 compart-
meits respectively	 Superscripts	 1,	 f, m initial,	 final and iien co-di.-
tthns respcctively	 Ola,der's Equation (14) gives 
1	 1	 1	 i - rV	 > -5./C.] 1	 AG 
D J = D° +	
. a.
-• L	 1	 r-(V)	 J j=l	 1 - r(V)' ó	 J 
(5.1-11) 
where	 D = measured integral diLfuson coefficient 
=	 ln(O/O) -.
I 
-	 .	 .	 .-	
-	 .	 .	 .,	 .	 .	 . 
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From Equiiti,	 u.	 o1y necessary to evaluate the bracketed terms
	 . 
for ati	 4portmt whtch	 LvoIves the
	 largest driving force ir.
	 he region 
of	 lar''i	 r.	 If the&j	 tiffev	 from unity
 by the same order as
	 the experi-
tti	 ucctn due to volume- charges tou.la be 1are1> 
ftLgIILf ttin. 
Akrif tuevl Ikndcr	 (38) give the following equations for the apparcnt-
partial molal volume (ci) of potassium hydroxide solutions. 
a)	 For conctrnUo	 up tt, m 2 .	 .	 . .	 - 
h)	 tror cflntr'it tons above m12 :	 .	 . 
+	 + b2m 
c)	 Values of constants at 60°c 
T' C	 K 1	 K2	 b2	 (m12)½ ______ 
60°	 5 2479	 2 2796	 3 3570	 5 6131	
-0 4279	 2 508 
From	 he	 the partial molal volumes of potassium hydroxId
	 (VKO) 
are calcu1atd by using the relation 
+	 (5 1-13) 
The part tat m1al volume of water is calculated using the relation
	 - .	 -	 A 
V	 fl l\OitVKOf{ + n oVH O	 (5 1- 14) 
where V
	 molal volume of the solutLon
	 -
I----- j ______
\•• 
.
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f?.t	
-c 
0 . -- .--,. . 
A	 a parameter	 in Olander's Equation 10 
= 0 sb	 1 .	 ..	 .	 ..	 . .	 .	 . .	 . 
and	 sb ts defined by the relation .	 . 
C>C>C	 (51-12) 
VSVSb 
V	 partial m1ar volume of the solvent	 .	 .	 .	 . 
Q	 a constant	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	
. 
The quantity r is given by .	 .	 .	 ...	
. 
.	
VKOH/VHO K+rC	 . C<O<c'	 .•;	 ....	
. 1.• 
2(C t
 + C7(O	 -	 ef ) -	 (O	
-
+ 91re(?1/e ) 
G -
41fl(G/Of) - - 
< V	 average value of the solvent $ r'o1ar volui'u 	 beiweei upper ard 
-	 lower compartments. . . . 
- CC 
diffusivity at infinite dilu:ion	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . ...	 . 
(Cm)i+l -
	 (C) 1 .	 .	 -	 .	 .	 . .	 .-
- . (j+l)(cm - C) ..,	 .: .. 
The coefficietts a j
 are defined by the expansicn	 .	 . . 
•	 D	 +	 !	 aC •	 •	 .	 .	 .	 .	 -	 . 
•	 •	 .	
•	 j=1	 . •	 .	 .	
.	 ••:	 -	 •-•	 . .
ii 
I
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> 
The rati	 V/V.. ,.
	 was calculated and plotted agair.st
. concertratt.,n;	 aj., 
1/
2
against coc.entr;%tion was plotted in Figures 5.1-4 and 5.1-5.
	 From 
these	 he largest 'dopo	 f r and a.'erage value of l/Vb were found to be 
0.1075 liter/g.molc and 54.1 g.mole/liter,
	 respectively.	 We shall use
	
S .• 
these for the following conditions fora hypothetical run. 
5.532	 .uo1e/liter	 C1	 0 
0	 -.• 
4 174 g
	 n le/liter	 C	 1 396 g mole/itter 
-	 a 5.532 g.mole/liter	 0.1840 
of	 - C	 '	 2 778 g mole/liter 	 t = 50 5 hours 
0	
Z	 0 1840x 50 5 x 3600 in 	 = 2 055 x 10 
-.	
-	 cmsec 
2((t +t')(9	
- Of ) - •	 (02 -	 + O1n(9/0) 
G 41n(Oj/Of) 
or
• 2(5.532)(5.532	 - 2.778)	 -	 [(5.532)2_(2.778)2]+(5.532)21n(5.532/2.77; 
G = •	
41n(5.532/2.778)	 • 
=624978 
C	 = l/2)(C	 + C)	 4 853 g mole/liter	
- 
C (l/2)(	 + C)	 0698 g mole/liter 
C1 = l/2)(	 + C)	 2	 7755 - 
= [(cm)(C) + (C) 2 ]	 = 9 143 - 
(Cm)4 - (C)4 
C =—° =33360 
4(Cm + C) 
S-:.
:-	 .-: -i
:
143 -> 
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For the case C 1
 = 0
•	 • 
•	 A = rV	 = 0.00987	 • sb
H L 
I - AC	
- 1 1	 - 00124l83	
- _1 
i - r ,
	
V	 j	 - 1	 (0 l075)(0 0i8)(4 32b6) j	 = 0 99584 
and
I l-r<V>O1/11 1-00097 
i - r <V >o
	
J 1 - 0 0083 = 0 9986 
Siz'ce b'th the bracete
	 t.?rms differ from unity by very small factors, 
the correction due i
 to vlutn	 cha:iges	 is therefc.re	 ttsigrifIcart	 Because 
the above caLula'-ion 	 performed for the case £ r wnin v1utnc cIIagLc 
should be most signific;inr,
	 it	 is cc1udcd that
	 in all eases
	 th	 v1utne 
change effects will be negligible for potassium.hydroxide
	 lutL. •• 
5_1 7	 Calculation of Diffeentia1 Diffu,ion
	 ffce ta.5t 
The method of Stokes (83) for extract ing
	 Lffc. erIa1 tf 
fusion coefficients from diaphragm cell integral data is
	 ii1ustrac1 in 
Table 5.1 . 3 for aqueous KOh solutions at 25°C.
	 Entries in the first tw 
columns are the integral data which was plotted and smoLhLy extraip-nate
	 • 
-	 to the Nernst
	 limiting value.
	 From the initial axd fLnal concertatLon 
entries, in the third and fourth columns were computed.
	 Corrp.indiy
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the concertrat1 rs in column four,
	 the D°(Cm") values were reid 0ff as 
a first approximatior. from the plot.
	 Using these D°(Cm") values,
	 entries -. 
: in column 6 were computed,-and thin using Equation 5.1-9
	 O(Cmt) values 
wete obtainea.	 A secca plot ot D(m') versus (Cm')
	 ws rnde and trom '. I 
this a 3ecortd approximatIon to°(Cm") was read off.
	 (Column 8).
	 Entries 
in columns 9 and 10 were computed as before.
	 Finally a plot of D°(Cm') 
versus (Cm1)½ was made and the smoothed data entered in columns 11 and 
12.	 This was graphically differentiated ,
 and slopes dD
-ritered	 in 
½ d(C)	 - : 
column 13.
	 Using Equation 5.1-10 the D values of column 14 were computed.
4.. 
. .i 
I 
1	 . 
.
-	 - 
- 
•	 -	 .	 -	 ..--.	
•	 ,:-. •
-I. 
. . 
•	 .	 .	 . . .
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5 2	 Experimental	 ReuJ.t, 
Measured values of the integral diffusion coefficients at the 4 tern-
peratures are shown in Thbic 5.2-1.
	 For each condition of cuncntratjon 
and tcperature replicate measurements were made and these are reported
	 - 
separately in the table.
	 The precision of the measured I) values was 
approximately ±Ô.7% in ncs': cases.
	 There is some artificial scatter in 
the data due to t:he differ(nt times of the difrusional runs and also due 
to dirftrent cells
	 All oi	 the diff'sion data were used in calculating 
1)	 vaiues.	 These were then smootned oy plotting and the Uiffcrcntjal 
values calculated as outliimc in Section 5.1-7.
	 They are given in 
Table	 5.2-2.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
.	 j 
The overall accuracy 01	 the reported differential diffusivity
	 . 
values is estimateö to.be approximately ±2.5%.
	 This value was obtained . 
by con'idering the etim:tted errors in determining the time of the run, 
the concentrations, and
	 :ht	 cell constant, errors involved in operating S. - 
the- cells, and errors in computing differential from integral diffusi-
	
. 
vities	 More direct supert for tne quoted accuracy is provided by the 
close agreement obtained for measured integral coefficients of 1(Cl with
	 - - 
those avillalle from the literature (see Table 5.1-1). - Also, the data
-	
- -	 - 
appears to agree well with the calculated Uernst limiting values, as
--
I - - 
seen from FIgure 5.2-1, and also with the Onsager-Fuo8S theory- at low
	
-
- 
concentrations, as discussed in the next section
I I 
-
• \ 
TABLE	 2-1
•	 ... .	 .. 
INTEGRAL DIFFUSION COEFFICINTS OF AQUIOUS 
KOII SOLUTIONS 
(C2=O) 
•	 25°C 45° 65° 750 .	 ...	
•.. 
C 1 D.1O C1 DxlO C1 Dx105 C1 Dx105 
0.103 2.70 0.103 3.87 0.103 5.89 0.690 6.80 
0.103 2.66 0.103 3.92 0.103 5.79 0.690 6.84 
0.103 2.69 0.477 3.86 0.477 5.68 0.912 7.28 
0.477 2.67 0.912 3.9O 0.912 5.84 0.912 . 7.23 • •	 L 0.477 2.67 0.912 3.87 0.912 5.89 1.906 7.64 
1.050 2.74 1.906 6.14 1.906 6.07 1.906 7.54	 . . 
1.050 2.70 1.906 4.10 1.906 6.10 4.156 8.36 
2.080 2.91 4.156 4.65 4.156 6.75 4.156 8.29 
2.080 2.89 4.156 4.68 4.156 6.78 7.008 8.49 
4.555 3.19 7.008 5.08 7.008 7.02 7.008 8.46 . 
4.55 3.18 7.008 5.01 9.846 7.12 9.846 8.69
. 
. I •' 
•	 7.668 3.46 9.846 5.11 9.L46 7.13 9.846 8.60 
7.668 3.50 9.846 5.11 12.616 7.25 12.616 8.74
-
- - 
7.668 3.52 .11.742 . 5.19 12.616 7.27 12.616 8.87	 • 
10.667 3.55 12.616 5.24
. 
10.667 3.58 12.616 5.21 • •	 ., . 
10.667 3.60 .
•.
•	 -.• • 
13719 362
- . 
13.719 3.66 • • .• •
- 
: •
4 
*	
- The reported values of D 2	 -1 are (cm. sec.	 ) and the . concentrations	 re •	 . .	
•	 . (g mole/i)
.
-• 
.• .
• .	 •	
. 
- .
-
..
• •	 .	 .. .
rH.. 
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TABLE 5 2-2 
DIFFERENTIAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS OF AQUEOUS KOIl 
- SOLUTIONS 
The repor.ed values are DxlOS(cm2secl) 
C(g.mole/l) 25°C	 450 650 i° 
0.040 2.10	 3.89 5.76 
0.160 2.66	 3.83 5.68 6.89 : 
0.360 2.67	 3.86 5.73 6.94	 . 
0.640 2.75	 4.05 5.96 7.29 
1.000	 . 2.87	 4.15 6.22 .	 7.72 
1.440 3.02	 4.36 6.49 . 11 
1.960. 3.15	 4.61 6.74 .45 - 
2.560 3.30	 4.85 6.91 .64 
•	 4.000	 • 3.56	 5.21 7.17 8.98	 •	 • • 
5760 375	 529 730 389 
7.840	 • 3.78	 .	 5.26 .7.30 p.74	 • 
9925 515 
9986 519 
10240 366 727 880 
12250 366 716 
12960 879
•1 
•	 ••	 1. 
1 :.	 • 
• •.•	 .•	 • H....• L 
• •..
•	 . 
:.. •.	 :1 
j
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5 3
	 i)iscuson of Results 
The concentration depcndncc of the diffusion coL(iicitnt it various 
tcmpLratures is
	 ho a in 1 igui
	 2-1	 In thcsc plols
	 Lh. LULV.	 Iiiv. 
been extrapolated to the calculated Nernst limiting vaIuj at C
.
 0. 
Each isotherm exhibits a minimum diffusivity at a concurttion of approxi-
mately C = 0.2, and a shallow maximum at high concertrntjon, approximately 
C	 6.	 This complex concentration dependence is typical of diffuj0n 
in electrolyte solutions.
	 Most electrolyte solutions
	 uw a ainimum in the 
diffusion coefficient versus conccttr,-itjoti curve at low concentrntjop 
but not all show the shallow maximum at higher concentra:jon.
	 A similar 
shallow maximum is observed for concentrated solutionoA sodium chloride. 
The empirical relationship I)
	 Aexp(C/T), where A aid C nrc approxi-
mately constant over moderate temperature ranges, is £r1qtnt1y used to 
describe the temperature dependence of D fora liuid
	 f	 oflstant compo-
sition	 Figure 5 3-1 shows a semilog plot of D versul
	 at several 
compositions.
	 The.above relationship is seen to be ol"yod, and may 
therefore be used in interpolating the data to ot'er empLaturcs, and, 
with less conridence, in extrapolation 
The only rigorous theory of diffusion in e1etrolyto solutions i8 
that of Onsager and Fuoss (89), and thc'ir approach is vilid oni) for 
dilute solutions.	 Their final equation involves calculation of the electro-
phoretic correction terms and the calculation of these terms requires a
- 
choice of a suitable value for the ion diameter,
	 , characteristic of 
0 potassium hydroxide solutions.
	 The value chosen was a • 3.1 A.
	 This ual,u.: 
was obtained by comparing experimental activity coefficients for diiutc 
:.. . j 
- 
_______
I 
t.
I
\• * 
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aqueous potassium hydroxide solutions
	
.ith the theoretical expression 
given by the Debye-Huckel theory (90). 
Table 5.3-1 shows values of the elect rophoretic • corrcctjo
	 calcula-
ted for potassium hydroxide solutions at 25°C, together with values for 
the thermodynamic factor and for th2 diffusion coefficient predicted by 
the Onsager-Fuoss theory.
	 Activity coefficient data for the solutions 
was obtained from the e.m.f. measureir.ents of Harned and Cook (90), and 
the slopes 3y/am were determined graphically.
	 Accurate activity coeffi-
cleat data at higher temperati.res are not availble for KOlI solutions. 
Although vapor pressure data are available for this system
	 p to 100°C 
•	 (91), the data are not of sufficient accuracy to use the Gibbs-Duhem 
equation to obtain satisfactory v:lues of the thermodynauiic factor. V 
A comparison of the Onsager-Fuoss theory with the experimental V 
data is included in Figure 5.3-2.
	 The agreement is seen to be excellent 
at concentrations up to about 0.2 molar, but as the concentration rises
	 V 
above this value, the discrepancy between theory and experimm^nt rapidly 
increases.	 The inadequacy of the theory at high concentrations is as
	
: 
V 	 expected, since it fails to take account of changes in the dielectric
	
• 	
• 
constant and viscosity with concentration, and of ionic hyd ation 
By using an approach similar to that followed by Ra.11ff and 
Holdcroft (40), Bhatia derived an equation relating the diffusion coeffi- H 
dent to the species fraction of a particular component in an electrolytic - 
solution (92)
	 Thus 
Id	 1	 18C(v161 + v,)62)
-1 D	 = Dexp	
RT	 l000d - CM + l8C(v1+v2) 
_ 	
Ii J
I 
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where	 flid	 diffue ion coefficient corrected for non-ideality
	 - 
D	 - diffuc jon coefficient at infinite dilution 
•	 0 
C	 'oncentr]tion of
	 the electrolyte, g moles/l
- 
n	 number Cf surrounding water molecules
	 - 
- v 1 and v2 = nuiber of ions of species 1 and 2 per molecule of 
electrolyte, respectively 
and	 act-'aion energy perturbation parameters for species 
.1 and 2, respectively 	 - 
d	 dersi f j	 g /cn 
N	 molecular weight, g /g mole 
A plot of 1n(D/D) versus C /[ l000d - CM + 18C(v1
 + v2 )J should 
be approximately linear if the relation is obeyed.
	 Values of Did were 
calculated at 25°c us:Ln; the experimental D values, together with values 
of the thermodynamic f;ictor given in Table 5.3-1 and are plotted in 
•	 Figure 5.3-3.
	
. Ejuaticn (5.3-1) is seen to be obeyed within experimental
	 . 
error for potassii
	 hydrcxide for concentrations up to about 8 molar.	 For 
higher conccntratjoii; there is some discrepancy between theory and experi
j 
ment.	 It is estimatd that the procedure used to determine slopes in 
evaluating the thermodynamic term may lead to errors of ±1%, and this may 
contribur-e to tha scatter of experimental points in Figure 5.3-3.
	 . .	
. 
The slopc. of the line in Figure 5 3-3 is
	
'86K	
+	 ) /RT, and 
was found to have a value of +70.6.. The value of n(ó 1
 +	 for KOH at 
25°C is then 
-. .	 -	
•-	 -1	 •	 -. 
•	 6K	 +60H )	 = 2,325 cal. (g.inole)	 •.	 (5.3-2) 
- . --	 • 
Using this value for the perturbation parameter, theoretical values of
- 
the mutual diffusion coefficient were calculated using Equation (5.3-1),
I
•
•.--
--•-,	 _•\ 
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•	 . :. TABLE 5.3-1 .	 . 
TEST OF ONSAGER-FUOSS THEORY 
0 
(a = 3.7
0 
Angstrom units) .	 .
-	 •	 -. 
- 
.
5 (DxlO ) 
• - •• . .	 . . caic 
(g mole/i) -1x1O6 2x107 1-i-in cm 2sec -1 
0.101 0.3578 0.4192 0.93271 2.6465	 . 
0,298	 . 0.5122 0.4377 0.94946 2.68O3 • 
0 694 0 6461 0 4625 1 02549 2 8815 
1.087	 •. 0.7175- 0.4740 1.13956 3.1939	 • .	 • 
1 572 0 7753 0 5103 1 27086 3 5545 
2.195 0.6256 0.5351 1.42580 3.9805 
3.360 0.8861 0.5745 1.78930 4.9837	 - 
4 693 0 9307 0 5955 2 08721 5 8037 
6 961 0 9787 0 6006 2 97493 8 2567 
7 727 0 9907 0 5936 3 21922 8 9305 
9 847 1 0173 0 5637 4 05825 11 2463 
11.876	 .. 1.0367 0.4689 4.71706 13.0620 • 
. .	 •- •	 •.-• •	 ••-	 .......
•	 .• 
•	 -	 •:	 • 
':-	 •-
..	 I	 ••'-•	 , 
..•• 
-
•
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and are conpared itn experiment in Figure 5 3-2 The proposed model is 
seen to provide a mucj better fit than the Onsager-Fuoss theory at high 
concentrations. For the concentration range0-JA) g.mulc/l, the average 
percent deviation betwe.n theory and experiment is 1.31%. 
There is no umbiguous way to obtain the individual ionic pertur-
bation parameters f-cm the e:perimental data. However, it is possible to 
obtain values for
	 ard	 if same arbitrary zero is assuTmed for a 
+ 
particular ion, or some other assumption is made. The limiting ionic
	 : 
mobilities of
	 and C1 ions are very nearly equal at 25°C; moreover 
the effect of KC1 concearatjon on viscosity or diffusion cocfficient is 
small. It serns reason.ule, therefore, to assume that the perturbation 
parameters	 and	 re approximately the same. This assumption has 
been previously used tccbtain ionic perturbation parameters for the 
diffusion of gas.s 1.1 electrolytic solutions (93), and is adopted here. 
Diffusion coefflciur.ts and.activity coefficients for aqueous 
Dotassium chloride sulutions at 25°C were obtained from Conway (29), 
and values of D/D
	 re plotted in Figure 5 3-	 From the straight
line region it 4 s found that 
+ 6cl-	 -O cal(g mole)	 -
sothat
-470 cal (g mole) 
From Equation (5 3-2), 
--	
•	 n 0
- = 2795 cal. (g.mole)	 • 
	
It would be of interest to obtain values of n6 for the ions at
	
--
ii
- 
•1 
-	
I. 
-	 0.1
I : 
I.
•	 ••,. - •,••;	 .	 .-	 ••.	 .	
..	 ...•	 •.	 -j .	 \ •••• 
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other temperatures. As pointed out above, accurate activity coefficient
	
- 
data for this system are not available at the higher t emptratures; in 
addition diffusion coefficients for potassium chloride solutions at high 
temperatures are unavailable. The temperature dependence ol he corres-
ponding perturbation parameters for gases diffusing in electrolytes is 
known to be small (93).
	
. 
It is of interest to compare the concentration dependence of the 
mutual diffusion coefficient for potassium hydroxide solutcns with the 
behavior of other transport coefficients for this system. It is possible 
to develop a theory along the lines of that proposed here fir fluidity 
(4>), self-diffusion coefficient of water (D) and diffujon coefficient 
of gases in the electrolyte (D). The theory predicts lineir relationships 
when a semilog plot of 4>/q0, D/D and D8/D against electrolyte species 
fraction is made. Such plots are shown for fluidity arid for the 
diffusion of oxygen in potassium hydroxide solutions in T itres 53-z; 
and	 An approximately linear relationship is founc in each case. 
McCall and Douglass (94) have presented data for the self-diffusion 
coefficient of water in KOH solutions at 25°C, and find that this transport
	 -• 
coefficient also gives a linear relationship. The values of the ionic
	 • .
	 -_ i -. 
perturbation parameter are different for each of the transport coeffi-
cienLs considered, since different intermolecular forces and friction 
factors are involved.
	 -	 .	 • . - -	 -. -	 -	 -	 -	 •
I
4	 - 
•	 .1 
.4
-.4 
i . 
--
1
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6	 Vprr Pre'...urs of KDH md NOIj Solations - J
	 JoUr 
A know edge of the vapor pressure q
 of water oer K011 and LiOH 
soluti3ns	 is	 1 value in itself ,
	
md is also necLssary
	 in order to carry 
out	 1e gas	 s	 1.ubL 1 ity exp'r imrs
	 For	 KO	 sulutfons, rneasu eme:t
	 have 
•	 been reported over a wide range of concentrations and temperatures.
	 Thus, 
Internatjon,1 Critical Tables (91) contains data
	 for the temperature range
- 
0 to 100°C and the c'ncantrat ion range 0 to saturation.
	 Duhring line and 
oi1ing point data are available (9,96)	 for temperatures to
	
v °C,	 and KOH 
Concentrations to 8O
	 (it.,).	 Recently,	 Vogel et al.	 (97) have reported 
data for the temperature and concentration ranges 140-200°C and 55-80 wt. 
%.	 The vipor l'ressur... data for K0H avajiab te in the literature were con-
sidered sufUcient for the present purposes, and further measurements 
were mot pursued in tims mork.
	 However, data available in the literature 
were fitted to the AntonE equation,
	 he constants being evaluated for 
various K0H COncc'tation .-
For LIOH solu ions, vpor pressure data have been reported for 
25C and a concentrt:r, range of zero t, saturatjcm
	 byiaiter and Groene- .	 - 
veld (93)	 Measureme	 tire also available for the temperature range 100 
to 350°C for three •
	 Lmcentratjons (99, 1 00). No dita have been reported 
for tnc tmperature range 25-100°C.
	 Measurements in this range were there-
fore	 undertaken	 in	 this	 study.	
-.	 .._	
•:.	 ........ --
-	 .	
.	 6.1	 Correlatian of
	 Data	 for	 KOH Solutions	 -	 . .	 •	 . 
To correlate existing vapor pressure data for potassium hydroxide 
•	 solutions	 the Antoine equation was
	 used:	 -	
••	 -:	 •••	 -	 •
-	 • 1 
log 10P = A -	 (6 1 U
I
- 
______ __
- (
w* S_.S	 S_-I. - -	 C - -	 -	 -
\ 
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where P is vapor pressure in mllltmeterb of mercury t is temperature in 
°C, and A, B and C are constants whichvary with the KOH concentrati.
	 .-
The experimental data consisted ofvapor pressure measurements at tempera-
tures up to 10OC (91), and those based on Duhring -lines and boiling temp-
	 - 
erature data ( ) at higher temperatures. The vapor pressure values of
	 - 
Vogel etal. (97) are somewhat lower than those of Gerlach (96) at high -	 --
temperatures. In obtaining Antoine constants for high tEmperatures, only 
the data of Gerlach were used. In determining the constants A, B and C -
	
-	 - 
for each KOH concentration, the following procedure recommended by Thomson
	 -	 - - - 
(101) was used:	 --	 - 
-	 1) The data wete plotted as log P vs. l/(273+t), and inspected fr
	 - 
lir.earity and scatter in the dat& points. It was found that the data 
could be best represented by two straight lines, corresponding to a low
	 -	 - - - 
and high temperature range for .ach KOIL concentration
	 The transition 
temperature from the low to thE high temperature region varied somewhat -
	 --- - 
- with concentration, being approximately 60°C for water and risingto
	 - - 
-- about 120°C at higher KOH concentrations. Twosets of Antoine coristazts ---
	
- ----------
- -
	 were subsequently obtaL,ed, corresponding to these twc regions.
	
I -
On examini,g the experimental data a few points uere found w1c' 
departed *ornewhat from the straight line in a random fashion. Where such
	 - -	 - 
deviations appeared to be due to xperimenta1 error, these points were 
- not subsequently used in obtaining the constants.
	 -	 - -	 -	 - 
2) For each KOH concentration, values of the constant C were fund 
for each temperatute region from the equation
	
I 
logP-logP1	
A	 I	 - •	 -	 _________	 og	 -	
-	 (61-2)	 - - :	 - 
•	 -	 -t-t	 t+C	 t4-C	 -	 -	 --	 -
I 
41
-•	
•-	 '--
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where t 1
 is some reference temperature and P 1
 is thL vapor pressure at 
that temperature.	 C was evaluated by plotting the left-hand side of this 
equarion against
	 log P, a'd determining the slope
	 Valies of C found in 
this w'i,
	
ch ..ij
 d	 i -'	 i-	 -is.= with
	 ircreasiig	 K)1 c y ccntx	 i	 !kf )re 
calculating A and B,
	 the C values were rounded to the nearest
	 degt-e. 
3)	 Having found values of. C for each KOH concent rat ion,
	 the best 
straight line relating log P to l/(C+t) was determined fDr both the high 
and low temperature regions, and hence values of A and B were found by 
the meihod of least squares.
	 These calculations wereperformed on a 
digital computer.	 . 
Values for the constants A, B and C for various I'0H conceorra-
dons are shown in Table 6.1-1 for the low temperature retyion, and in 
Table 6.l2 for higher temperatures.
	 The values of C obtined show a 
continuous variation with KOH concentration, but the variations in A 
and B with concentration 	 're less well-defined.
	 I	 eea,s	 easonab1e 
to attribute these variations to small errors in the experimental vapor 
pressure data.
	 Several sets of A, B and C values apper suitable for 
each concentration, each set giving almost as good a fit of the experi-
.	
.	 1. 
nental data as the others; a meaningful choice between these various 
sets would require vapor pressure data of very high accuracy.
	 .	 .
-.	 .	
- 
The Antoine equation with the cor.st.ants shown in Tables 6.1-1 
aid 6.1-2 gave good agreement with experimental data over the whole range 
of temperaturs arid KOH concentrations, the agreement between predicted I	 - 
and experimental vapor pressures being within l°L for all points.
	 :\ corn- .	 . 
parisoa of predicted and experimental values for a mimber of K0t4 concen-
- 
trarions and temperatures chosen at random is shown in Table 6 1-)
1'	 -4
-	 -
-	 -----
.-	 '1 
4 
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Table 6 1-1 
Antoine Constants for Correlation of Vapor Pressures of KOH Soluti.os 
Low Temperature Range 
Wt	 7 K0H(	 ) Temertur A B C 
0 0 80°c 8 0928 1745	 1 235 
4 72 0-8') 8 0757 1745 3 235 
9.09 0-80 8.0646 1747.1 235	 ---• 
16 66 0-€'O 8 1052 1768 1 235 
23.07 l,-0
-. 7.9800 1751.7 235 
28 57 0-JOG 7 9603 1772 2 236 
33.33 'O-P)O.
•;7.9782 1818.7 239 
37.50 0-120 8.0529 1891.5 243 
44.45 0-120 8.3770 2)18.9 254 
50.00 0-1() 9.5007 2907.8 300 
54.55 0-140 •9.8769 3239.3 320 
Table 6 1-2 
Antoine Cont.tnt:s ior Correlation of Vapor Pressures of KOH Solutions .1 
High Temperature Range • • 
Wt	 / KOH(	 ) IetureRane A B C 
0 0-UsO°C 7 9668 1668 2 228 
10 C-180 7 9564 1676 4 228 
20 90-180 7 9221 1685 9 228 
30 100 200 7 8321 16 6 ' 230 
40 120-200 7 9805 1818 2 232	 - 
50 140-220 •	
•	 7.8007 1840.4
.234 -• 
60 140-250 •	 7.8496 2090.3. 243 
70	 -- 150-310 7.5914 23053	 - 264
: 80 220-440 7 5886 2814 0 303
L
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Table 6	 1-3 
Comparison of Predicted ,nd Experimental Vapor Pressures 
Temperature Temperature predic 1'expt. 
'h Wt.	 K011 Range °c mm.!1&
- 
- 
23 07 0-100 20 12 9 12 9 
40 40.7 40.7	 ..	 - 
60
-	 110.1 110.1 
80 262.4 263 
100 563.6 563 
33 33 0-100 40 28 8 28 6 
60 78.6 78.6	 - 
80 189.3 l90 
100	
- 410.6
... 
413.	 .	 . 
44 .45 0-100 20 4 40 4 40 
- 60 42.6 42.6 
.
80 107.9 108 
- .100 246.3 246	 .	 . 
:	 20.0 100-180	
. 100 606 600 
120 1195 1200 
140	
. 2192
. 2200 
-
160 3775
.	 . 
3800	 . 
180 6165 6140 
60 0 178-284 178 766 760 -	 . ..-	 .
206	 .. •-	 1527 .	 1520	 -	 . 
222 2261
. 
2280 
246 3758 3800 
284 7642 7600 
80 0 223-44 223 198 6 200 ----
328	
.. 1543 1520	 . . .: 
-
34
.2316 2280	 ...	 -	 . - 
- 387	 -
. .3712 3800	 .-	 - - 
444 - 7600	 .. - 7600	 - I
L 
r. 
- - -- -
-_j - -
I 
19.	 ...	 .	 .'	 .	 . 
Since, the agreement. in most cases
	 is better than
	 it	 is concluded that 
the Antoin.. equation provides estimates of th. varc,r pressu e of z(.)11
	 olu 
tions that are sufficiently accurate for the purposes Df the work under 
this	 grant.	 .	 '-	 .	 '	 . . 
It tihould be emphasized that this close agreement is not
	 found 
when comparing with the data of Vogel et al.
	 (97) becau	 of discrepancies	 . 
between their data and those of Gerlach (9) . ' 
When one examines the values of the Antoine constants in Tables 
6.1-1 and 6.1-2,
	 it	 is clear that constants A and B do uct vary smoothly 
as the concentration of 1(011 changes.
	 This situation results from the 
experimental data which were used in the computer calcuit ion of the 
constants;	 the computer gives equal weight to all data irrespective of' 
their.accuracy.	 It	 is not surprising,	 therefore,	 that t!e concentration 
dependence of the Antoine constants is not a smooth or.e.t	 It is possible, 
of course, to smooth the Antoine constants emphia1J', a,: some sacrifice 
in agreement between calculated vapor pressures and tie
	 .perimental 
values ( ghich,	 it should be noted, were used for evaluating the original '
.	 '	 .	 - 
Antoine constants of Tables 6.1-1 and 6.1-2). . To chec* this point
	 the 
', several values of the Antoine constants were plotted versus the KOH con- '	 ' , 
centration and smooth curves drawn th'roug
	 the-points.	 New values of
	 .	 .	
, 
the Antoine constants' w€re read from the curves and used in recalculat-
	 . j. 
- 
ing vapor pressures for several 1(011 concentrations and temperatures.
	
.
j 
Whereas the agreement between experimental vopor pressures and those 
calculated with the computer-derived Antoine constants Is excellent, dis-
.	 - 
crepancies of 15 to about 507. are noted when the smoothed Antoine consta'rs 
are used for the calculation. 	 Thase calculations are summarized tr:Faiit..
	 . 
- 6.1-4. .	 -'	 .	 ..	
'	 :.	
.,	 --
1-:: 
I
-.	 .
-. _.$	 . . 
Table 6 1-4 
Comparison of Nperimontil and Computed Vapor Pressures 1 KOH SDluti3n& 
KOH Concentration Temperature Computer Sniothcd 
7,. °C	 . Eçpt Coistar,ts Cistart	 .	 .	 . .	 . 
20 100 600 606 912 
180 6140 6165 9100 
60 178 760 766 684 
284 7600 762 6650 
80 223 200 199 243 
444 7600 7600	
- 8800	 - 
• •
	
The significant discrepancies between the data of Cerlach and 
those of Vogel ct al.	 suggest that additional study of the vpor pressures
	 . - 
of aqueous alkai solitl('ns	 is needed; moreover, better correlations are	
• required to permit Ln .. pclation for other alkali conccnt'ations aid 
temperturcs
-
jl 
I
6 2 Measurenent of Vipor Pressure of Li3-j Solutj,ns 
Sever1 methods t-ere studied to determine vapor pressure of 
lithium hydro:ide solutions, and it was decided to adopt Cumming's dew-
	
point method (103) suitably moaitied, This method i's-believed to give
	 - 
an acciracy of about 0.01°C: in the dcterminatian of the dewpoint, and 
measurements can be extended to high vapor pressures. One of the chief 
• advantages of this method over tensimetric methods generally is the 
fact that the measurements may be made it' the presence of air. The 
	
accuracy of tensimetric methods on the other hand is seriously affected
	 . --
in the presence of even traces of air. The method is also suitable f3r 
measurements over a large range of electrolyte concentration. ]t is a 
• matter of indifference when using this method whether the system studied 
is liquid or solid, viscous or liquid, one phase or several. 
6.2.1 Apparatus for Measuring Vapor Pressures 
- .	 •• - The apparatus consisted of a highly polished silver tube 
with silver base, which was silver-soldered to a stainless steel s1eeve 
	
the latter being closed at the top bya stainless steel cap as shown in
	 - 
Figure 6.2-i. A thermometer (0.01°C graduations) and tubes through wnLch 
	
water could be circulated to and from a constant temperature bath were
	 :1 
	
inverted through ttie cap. The silver tube was fitted -into a glass ves•
	 -	 • -
	 1-
	
sel which contained the LiOH solution. - Th top of the glass vessel rose
	 .	 - I 
-half an inch or so above the silver tube &nd its £leeve so that tlit c1od 
space was omp1etely immersed ma constant temperature bath controlled v. 
0.05°C. One of the outlets of the glass-. container was connected b y
 mea,s - -. 
	
of a vacuum glass stopcock to a vacuum pump so that air could be evacuat.
	
--	 -; -. 
I	 d
I 
•	 ••• 
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from the system..
	 The other outlet c3uld be connected ro.a manometer. 
The silver tube was kevery. highly polished in all tl'e experiments. 
6.2.2	 Experimental Techniques
	 for Measuring Vanvrpt-essus 
Apprximatel
	 20-30 ml.
	 f Li311 ajiution wu
. place
	 in the 
glass container,	 the silver tube affixed, and the apparatu.
	 evacuated. 
Although the presence of air does not measurably a f fect the Vapor pres 
sure,	 the formation and disappearance of dew is much sha'pei aid
more
j	 -: 
readily observed when air is absent.
	 Sharpness of dewpoint
	 is governed 
by the speed with which equilibrium is again established a1tir dew has 
been deposited or evapDrated from the silver tube.
	 At no time was dif-
ficulty experienced in making measurements through sluggishr.;s in the 
re-establishment of equilibrium.
	 After evacuation the
	 acuuii pimp was 
shut off and the evacuated apparatus was placed in a constart
	 teniper-
ture bath, where it was allowed to remain until equilibrium f,d been 
reached.	 A period of 20-30 minutes was found to be s-iffj:je,-t
	 for this 
purpose.	 The bath temperature was contiolled to 0.05°C.
	 . 
Hot water was circulated in and out of tha silver tube 
from another constant temperature bath
	 This constant ten eratute bath 
was fitted with both heating and cooling arrangomente which facilitated
	 •	
. 
raising or lowering the temperature withi'i a very short time.
	 The bath
-	 - J • ..	 - 
was equipped with a controller to maintain thE- temperature withIn 0.05°C. 
After attaining equilibrium, the temperature cf water circulating in the 
silver tube was slowly reduced with te help of the therm3stat of the 
water circulating bath.
	 The temperature was noted when the first
	 ar-aces 
•	
• of dew were formed on the silver, tube.
	 -	 .
I 
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It was noticed in such prehni:)ary obsevat ions that Super- : 
cooling-occured h.fore deposition of dei.
	 the	 tirst owpo.n1 observed
	 - - 
being lower than the following ones; consequently in all
experLment	 a 
clearly observable deposit of dew was produccd, anciaj1,wed to disappear, 
before taking observations
	 f temperature
	
-	 --
The detarminat ion ws then begun by very gradually lower- 
ing the temperature of the wzter running through the silver tube,
- 
car- 
fully noting the temperaurE.
	 At the first sign of dew formation (slight
- 
discontinuity of the po1ird surface, the boundary line becoming faintly 
visible under bright and carefully adjusted illumination) the temperature 
was read.	 The supply of heit: tc
	 the adjustable thermostat was thei 
altered so as to slowly raia
	 the temperature of the running water.
	 The - 
temperature was again read uhen dew disappeared from the s.lver surface.
- 
This process was repeated ceveral times 
The pint of appearance of dew with falling temperature 
was found to agree withi fl
 0,05°C with the point of disappearance of dew 
with rising t emperature,.
	 Reported values are the mean of these two
	 -
- 
-readings.	 In every deteritjnat ion the observation of dew-point
-
- 
was cai--
} 
ned out at least three titr.es, allowing a period of 15 minutes to elapse
-	
-- 
-- 
-	 between each observation for equilibrium to be 
re -established.
	 Deter-
-] 
- - 
minationg were not accepted unless the three results agreed within 0.05°C. 1-	 -	 - - 
The lithium hydroxide solution was standardized before and after the
- - 
--	
-	 experiment with standard hydrochloric acid.
	 These dew-point t emperatures .--	
-	 i
- 
• were used to detemjne the vapor pressure from standard tables of
v-.)r 
•	 pressure of water
	 in the	 literature.
	
-	 -	 - -	 -	 -	
-
:.-
•:	 -:
4
•	
•::;
--
l71	 - 
Up to 40°C, the thermometers used were high precision with 
•	 0.05°C graduations;	 for higher temperatures,	 the thermometers used had
	 -
- 
0.01°C graduatior-.s.	 These thermometers were standardized against National 
Bureau of Standard correcced thermometers.
	 -
-: 
In all static methods for the measurement of vapor pressure 
•	 there is the possibility of formation of a surface layer on the solution 
through condensation ot evaporation.
	 Thus,	 if condensation occurs from 
the vapor space to the solution (e.g., during disappearance of dew from 
the silver tube) a more dilute surface layer will be formed, specifically 
lighter than the bulk of the solution, and the concentration will only ' 
be equalized by the relatively slow process of liquid diffusion.
	 To avoid 
---this error the solution was shaken throughout each observation.
	 - .-. 
McBair and Salmon (lO! )recommended a preliminary imxnersio-
of the lower portion of the silver surface in boiling water; no dew sub-
- sequently deposits upon this portion, and the appearance
	 f a line of	 •	 - • 
division upon the bright surface is claimed to facilitate the observatiofl
	
• 
of dew point.
	 However such preliminary treatment was judged tbe unnec-
cessary, and was therefore om.tted 
6.2.3	 Experimental Vapor Pressures of Lithium Hydroxide Soluti"r-
The experimental data for vapor pressure of lithium hyth-oxide 
.solutions at various temperatures and concentrations are given ir Table
• 
6.2-land shown in Figure 6.2-2.
	 Vapor pressure readings wer' interpolated 
from the water vapor pressure table taken from Chemical Engineers' Hndbo3k
- 
(105) - 
The dew-point method is believed to give an accuracy o 
about 0 01°C	 In every aetermination the observation of dew-point w
1.75 
•	 carried out at least three times and the meawa	 taken to calu1ate the 
vapor pressure shown in Table 6.2-1. 	 The prccisio	 of the experiments 
was approximately +O.5
	
of the vapor pressure;	 the ab1ute accuracy of 
the reported values depenas upon the sharpness ot tormatton ano aisap-
pearance of dew and on the accuracy of the water va por rxessure table. 
Considering all of these, the overall accurac y of the measuzements is 
•	
estimated to be ± 1.57g. 	 The data reported here are in exceller.t agree-
ment (within 0.1 mrn.Hg) with those obaied by Walter and Croenveld (97) 
at 25°C.	 No data were a:ai1able for comparison in the range 25°C to 
100°C.	 The agreement between values of vapor pressure 100°C reported 
here and those given in t he literature (91) is of the c:der of	 1.57,. 
To chcck the accuracy of the method, a firher independent 
comparison was made by noting the dew points and vapor ressures of potas-
sium hydroxide solutions, and comparing these with the literature values. V 
These values together with literature values have be tabulated in 
Table 6.2-2.	 The agreement is quite satisfactory a.d is	 ithi-n	 1.07,. 
This comparis'n lends further confidence to thc methcf 
•	 •
Lsed
-.	 -	 V. - 
e • 	 • 	 • 	 • - 	 • 
• 	 -
•
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Tabie 6.2-1 - 
Dew-Point-and Vapor- Prcsure of LiOH So1uti3n 
Temperature Wt.L --	 Pewpont Vapor Pressure 
iu
.L_2.. ________ C. 
25°C 0 2500 2375 1.90
24.56 23.14 
3.85 24.14 22.51 
• 6.45 23.37 21.54 
8.05
-	 23.04
- 21.12 
- 10.10
-22.39
- 
20.30 
40°C
-	 0 40.00
-	 5532 
. 
.
1.90 39.51	
. 53.88	 - 
• 3.85 .	 38.90
-	 52.16 •..: 
- -. -
	 6.45
-	 38.35 50.42 
8.05 37.76 49.02 
-
10.10 36.81
.	 46.58	 - 
.	 60°C	 -
-	 0
- 60.00 1A9.3b 
2.40 59.23 144.11 
. 4.82 58.57
.
139.19. 
--
... 6.45 57.98 136.90 . 
•	 -	 -	
- 8.52	 .
-	 57.48 -	
-	 132.82	 .	 -
- 
10 20 56 89 129	 13 
80°C 0	 - :	 80.00 3S5.10 . 
•	 . 1.90 79.36
-	 346.08	 . -.	 -. 
3.85
-
•-	 78.54 
-
334.70 
6.45 77.72
- 
-	 32363
	 - : -	 • 
-	
• 8.05	 •
- --	 7725	 • 317.40 :	 • 
-	 .	 . . -
	 10.10 -	
..	 76.3	 :- 311.8? .	 - 
•	
.	 100°C	 • 
-	 -
0 -;	 100.00 •	 760,00	 - • 
- L90 98.95	 • -	 .	 731.92 . •	 - 
-
•	
3.85
-	 97.51 .	 •	
-	 694.82	 . . .	
-. 6.45	 •
•	 95.19 - 638.36	 ..	 •. • 
- •	 8.05 •	 . 93.60	 • •	 ...	
--fO1.-9	 • •	 -	 •	 - -	 . 
10.10	 • •	 •	 91.18
.	 549.71	
-
- 
• •	 •	 (Values of vapor pressure [or pure water were
-taken from the
	
• 
- literature (105))	 ---- •	 -----• •	 -- - -	 - - 
1 44 
7.1
- 	 . S
.5 
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Table 6 2 2 'S 
Vapor Pressure of	 Pta'cium	 iytt.<td	 Solu	 io-
'apz	 11eS,ur 
•	 IeaipaLute Wt .. j-j . 
of Soluti,n KOH This Wrk
-------. 
Ii.trcir	 J, 
25°C 10.10 21.76 21.80 .	 S. 
• 25.45• .	 16.85	
. 16.90 
30.05 .	 .	
.	 14.12	
- 14.1Ô 
40°C	 . 16.-SO
-	 47.32 47.00	 - 
21.60 41.95 4180	 - 
24.95 38.80	
- 38.15
5 
.40.01 • •	 •	 20.12	 • 20.00 
60°C 31.50 85.30	 •	 . 84.00 
5_ . ______
S 'l• 
e
5-
.5 
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- 
Considerable a ifficulties tert tpLritnced
	 th (h
	 rVCCmCL, r proct 
dure descrjd in the previous report when making in
	 urt:mt'n
	 at	 hLgh 
temperature.
	 These dlf ficutle
.
 arose primari!y from rapid corrosj 01	 of 
the	 glass	 capi l.ary.	 In	 view of these
	 problems
	 a	
.Iodjfjd Westphdt balance 
procedure (Hydrot-c
	
eLghing Mt hod of KohIrJucl ) ) has bten adopted and is 
dscthd	 below.	 .	 -. . 
Thl.q
 method	 i	 based on
	 the Arc!niedes Principle.
	 in w iich a plummet 
is weighed inair, water,
	 and the
	 sclut ion whose density is
	 to be determined, 
respectively.
	 The densjt.v 0 f the	 soluLic
	 at	 the	 temperature
	 t 1 .	 at	 Whth 
this measurement is Coidtied is. given by 
WS_WA 
-	
'	
water at
	 (7 0	 I) 
k-here W
	
-	 weight of (h
	 plummet in the S..'utio 
WA -' We11,hL. at	 the	 plummet	 in air
j 
-	 welgii t of the plummet
	 in water.	 .	
. 
Using this method 1 ddijcji and Bige]ejse
	 (106), who used a pumInet 
having a volume of 300cc, claimed that under optimum condjtj
5 ,	 the repro. 
ducibility of density meacuretnent can be ac high as
	 Ox'06 gm/cc 
-	 -.	
S
Sj 
: 	 - 
An	
niytical balance wit.h one pan repi.aced.h
	 a coin silver ulummet. 
(approximately 5 cc 
in volume) suspended by a fine Piatjnum.Rhd1um t.,lre 
was used.	 The wire passed through a hole (about 3/8" in diameter)
	
S 
-. 	
the platform of the balance so that the plummet couid b.
	 fmnwr ged In
1 I 4 - 
- uermc,Lae
	 potassium hydroxide 8o1utj
	 placed beowthebsnce case.
	 :	 -
.	 - 
- -
1 
H ..	 . p
..
--	 -	 .--	 .1-
V...--
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To prevent	 corrosion or the olurmet
	 it was c'ctroplatcd with pure 'i''er 
To prevent- evaporation froit the KOH solution being tested a
	 fcw	 f 
nit rogn equiii(rat.ed with KOH of the same Concentrat-ioi
	 and	 at.	 the	 s-inc	 - 
temperature as the sample under test was directed over the surface of the 
solution.	 To accomplish this two groups c
	 satu&ators were used a
	 hon 
in Figure 7.0-1.
	 The first group consisted of two saturators
	 cntin(ng 
distilled water kcpl at a temperature such that the vapor presure of water 
is the same as that of the K011 solution.
	 The second group contsted of two 
more saturators at the same temperature and K011 cncentratjcn as that of 
the sample .1 
7.2	 Procedure	 .	 -	 .	 •	 .	 . 
The plummet was weighed first in airand then in the KOH solution which 
-	 was maintained at a fixed temperature.
	 The plummet. ws
	 immersed to
	 ich a
	 - 
-depth that the.surface of the solution always came t.o the same mark on the 
wire,	 so that	 the same volume of liquid was displaced at a'.l
	 t1me'.	 Thcn	 - 
- .te weight of the plummet was determined at intervals of 5 minutes, to ensure 
that an equilibrium condition was reached and to guard against: accidental :	 - 
errors in weighing. 	 The temperature of the solution was determined at-
	 the	 - 
beginning and the end of each experiment. - The experiment was
	
-epeated	 -	 - 
-three to five times with fresh samples of the same -comosttton to enrure
	
- 1	
• 
reproducibility.	 -	 -	 -	 - --	
-	 - -	 - - - .	 --
- The plummet volume, for temperatures up to 30°c was determined by
- -	 - 
weighing the plummet in water in the same manner as stated above.
	 For	 -.	 - V 
temperatures abcve 80°c, the volume of the plummet was obtaind by extra-
polating that obtained at lower temperatue.to the desired temperature,
	 -	 - - V. 
assuming that the tncrmal. expansion coefficient of silver remains constant.
.1 
I 
• .	
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S 
•	 over the	 interval of	 0C to	 l00C.	 At 50°C the vo!umtrjc c.r1s ion 
coefficient	 ap,ro'UmtL	 y 0 
•	
At hjch tcmpirature,	 the	 solution tended to vaporize quite rapidly,
	
S
- 	 • 
thus affecting the temperature and concencrati3n of the soiujcn,
	 To	 -	
- S.. 
• 	 minimIze. this effect, an atmcphere of nitrogen saturated with water	 - S 
• 	 vapor was maintained	 y	 in	 presaturatod nitrogen ever the suiface. 
In experimenting wil:
	 dilute solutions. 	 dissolved gas
	 in	 the solution	
S 
tended to form small bubles and adhere to the surfac.
	 o	 the plummet, 
•	
and had to be removed before
	 taking readings.	 -	
S - 	 - 
Concentrated selutio:u, whose saturation temperatures are above, room
S	 - 
temperature, were pre"ted and stored in an oven maintained at teme.ratures S 
higher than the saturati.c
	 temperature, and the concentration wa
	 determined - 
at the time of density meaurcment by titration.
	 S
S 
• 	 Note:	 In theie epeiments, no attemptwas made to free the potassium 
•	
hydroxide solutto
	 of earl-onate, but the carbonate. content
	 for each concen-
-	 tratlon was dtermtne.d find was
	 found	 o be less tha
	 one percent. cf the 
•	 potassium hydroxide corl.ent.
	 Also,	 no attempt was made to e.11mtn ate the 
•	 effect, o
	 surface tenstor
	 by coating the wire with platinum black, -. 
7 3	 Dlscusion of Reult 
The densities of potassium hydroxide solutions at various tempera-
	
-
5 
tures and concentrations are
	 tabulated in Tah(e.7.3- . - 1	 and are
	 shown	 in -	 - S 
Figures 7 . 3-1 and 7 . 3-2 .	 These results agree closely wlt.h (he data from S 
•	
Tab!e 5 of Solvay Technical Bul.etln No.
	 15	 for 60°C and 80°c..
	 The devia-'	 - S.	
5 
- 	 tiona shown are standard deviation from the. arithmetic means.
	 The error	 -	 - S 
in .
 the concentration determination is estimated tobe abcut.% cf the
	 •	 .	 S	
- :.	
. 
total KOH concentration	 No measurements ¼ere made of a
	 c'ut.lon whose 
-S St 
___ F
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Table 7 3
	
1
--
DESTIES Of KOti SOLL"1O"S 
599t01°C 799±C1°C 
Wt. perceiu. 
KOil Exptl. Data Slvay Data	 Exptl. Data Solv.iy	 Data 
6.17 '1.0381 ± 0.0001 1.0375 1.0269 ± 0.0001 1.0279 
11.50 1.0863 ± 0.0002 1.0857 1.074i	 ± 0.0001 1.0767 
20.90 1.1758 ± 0.0002 1.1750 1.1652 ± 0.0001 1.1650 
27 80 1 2448 ± 0 0001 1 2441 1 2329 ± 0 0001 1	 23.j6 
36.00 1.3294 ± 0.0002 .	 1.3299 1.3973 ± 0.0001 1.3955 
43.00 1.4080 ± 0.0001 1.4072 1.3180 ± 0.0001 1.3136 
47 20 1 4560 ± 0 0001 1 4554 1 4442 ± 0 0003 i 4435 
50.37 1.4957 ±0.0001
* 
1.4925 1.4848 ± 0.0001
* 
1.4803
H. 
Extrapolated Value ' 
Temp Exptl Value Temp Wc Exptl	 Value percent percent 
0 
'99.2 ± 0.1 C '' 36.0 1.3073 * 0.0001 141 ± 0.2 C 53.9 1.4901 ±
• 
0.0001
I
-. 
.	
. 
/43.0 . 1.3858 ± 0.0001 ..	 55.72 1.5 '1'60 ± 0.0001
.'' i 
1	 -. 
43 97 1 39o9 ± 0 0001 59 71 1 6622 ± 0 0001 4 
55 4 1 5324 ± 0 0001 65 1 1 6268 ± 0 0001 4 
59 46 1 5809 ± 0 0001 -' 
120.5±0.1°C 55.4 1.5205 ± 0.0001 161.4±0.1°C 64.68 1.60S6 ± 0.0001 '	
. 
•	 :' 59.46 .	 1.5683 ± 0.0001 - 72.25 1.7046 ± 0.0001 ' 
65.1 :1.6342 ± 0.0001 . •	 ILl '	 1.7652 ± 0.0001 
•
1 
.. -	 --	 .	 .. •--'- - -
' 
•
-
.' 
-
-' -	 .. .	 .. .	 .-- ,.
.
t-•'
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Figure 7 3-2 
CONCENTRATION DEPENDENCE OF rENSITY OF AQUEOUS KOH SOLUT1ONS
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APPE'NDIX 1 
Samp'e Ca c 1 aticn of IykC) 
ScItbi 3 Liv o	 oxygen	 n 2% LiOP	 o 1 urton at 
Parameter	 needed 
Den.ttv o
	 2	 LtOH So t ut	 0203 g1/CC of selution 
--	 . 
3 !.	 A	 K
.	 -	 -	 '-• 
a1	 57 
82	 2 75	 = 85 3°K	 8 debye 
1.20 A
	 unknown	 . k. .	 a	 .03i.3x10	 cm' 
.3	 . .. 
•	
°	 . 
a=30A	
—-372K
•	 .	 .	 • 
Eva1uatonofg'/kT 
g1	
•
12C1	 i82'	 a1 
—-ln(1C3)i-
	 r	
+
• 
•	 •	 .,	 .
.	 .	 .
.•i 
!	 p	 a .	 .•- 1• 
- 
where
I 
• Density c,f 2% LiOH solution	 1.00203 gIcc. .	 :	 • •-
+	
.	 2 No	 or Li
	 ions per cc	 of souticn :L.o2o2	
. 
x	 x N 
00085 23 N 
•	 S.	 •	 :	 •	 . .	
..- .-. LI 
}

•	
.188 
—h 	 2 
8	
a1	
16	 a1 
= 0.47 + l.3024x10	 + i.778x10 
a 1 	 ..	
• 
But for oxygen
	 - = 1 73 A 
—h
•	 8	 -8	
-16	 •2	 16 0.47 + 1.3024x10	 x 1.73x10	 + i.778x10	 x (1.73)	 d0	 = 8.0445 
Evaluation of ln(kTZp1) 
ln(kTQ) = In 182 03x298x( 0008823+ 05554+ "0t)823)] 
in 11385 6]	 7 2347 
Evaluation of
.2	 •••• 
S	
,	
22	 • • •. 
j=l	 3	 2 
We have got all the other parameters except 63 which can	 e evaluated as • ,.... 
follows:	 •	 •	 •	 •	 •	 •	 •	 •:	 •	 •	 •
4 
6 3	 3 
3 l46xl0 2x(O O3l3x1024)3I'2)1'2 
( 1. 2) 6	 (108)6 x
	 1.38	 i . o 6	 • • 
5937°K___
12 Using the sub	 £ 1 2	 VfClC2	 a12	 2	 •	 • 
•	 £	 •	 •	 •	 ••	 ••	 •• 
1003	 a12	 3 105
I;. .
••.

S	 - 
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AFPEDli( 2 
Sample Calculation .
 of Diffusivity for an Experimental Run 
Basic Data:	 Temperature 60°C	 - - 
Concenirat ion oi KOtt solut tn 5/ 
Vapor pressure z[ 57 1<0 at 60°C	 145 mm Hg 
d.reaof el2ctroue A = 0.0489 cm -	 : 
At 8 m1nut	 i	 0.695x106 ampere (See Figure 1) 
Voltage applied = -0.45 volts 
C	 sOlubilLty of 0 ir
 57K0H solution 
At 6O°c 2 = 0 05xl0	 g m1/cetfmeter3 
Calciilatthn:	 Substitutthg the above data into Equation 4.1-4 
j	 2-
-	 0	 t 
-	 D =	 -	 -xxi	 --
nFAC	 I 
-	 oP	 -----	 - 
The factor	 was introduced to account for the water vapor present 
- -	
-	 in the vapor phase.	 - - -	 -	 --	 -	
-----------
	 --	 -	
- j	 -	 -: 
0	 0.695 x 10 6 ampere
	 - -
	 2 
D 
•	 Fariday x96 5x103 ampere sec xO 0489-n2 x0 605xl06 g-molc 
-	
-	 g-mole	 }araaay	 -	 - -	 2	 - 
-	 -	 ---	 --	 -	 --	 -	
-	 ---cm-
-	 -	 -	 --	 -
.4-
-	
--	
2.	
-	 '-: 
X	
760-145 x nx6x8 sec	
xrrx8x60 sec 
D°	 3.418 x10 5 cm2 /sec ---------------
	 ..:: --	 -	 -	
- 
	
--	 -
H
V	 -	 V 
-	
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